1, IY1, 140, be, bee, brie, cree, de, fee, flea, flee, free, gee, ghee, glee,
he, hee, key, knee, lea, lee, me, mea, ne, nee, oui, pea, pee, plea, pre,
prix, quay, qui, re, sci, sea, see, she, si, ski, spree, sri, tea, tee, thee,
three, ti, tree, vee, we, wee, ye, zee, ac, agree, ansi, banshee, cc, cd,
chablis, curie, dc, debris, decree, degree, draftee, dundee, emcee, esprit,
foresee, forsee, goatee, gutsy, id, jaycee, lessee, louie, marie, marquee,
marquis, mc, merci, nestle, pattee, pawnee, payee, pc, ranee, rupee, sightsee,
tootsie, trainee, trustee, tv, vendee, whoopee, yangtze, yippee, absentee,
abt, addressee, adoptee, amputee, appointee, attendee, bourgeoisie, cod,
conferee, deportee, designee, detainee, devotee, disagree, enlistee, enrollee,
escapee, fop, franchisee, guarani, guarantee, guaranty, honoree, inductee,
internee, invitee, jubilee, licensee, mpg, nominee, oversea, parolee,
potpourri, referee, repartee, resignee, retiree, returnee, signori, tennessee,
undersea, vip, asap, interviewee,
2, EY1, 134, a, ay, bay, bey, brae, bray, cay, chez, clay, day, de, dray, fay,
fey, flay, fray, gay, gray, grey, hay, hey, jay, lait, lay, lei, ley, may,
nay, ne, pay, play, pray, prey, quai, quay, ray, re, say, se, shay, slay,
sleigh, spay, spray, stay, stray, sway, they, tray, trey, way, weigh, whey,
yay, yea, abbe, allay, array, astray, away, ballet, betray, bombay, bouquet,
buffet, ca, cache, cafe, chalet, cliche, convey, crochet, croquet, decay,
defray, delay, dismay, display, dossier, essay, filet, fillet, ga, halfway,
hooray, hurray, jose, moray, nisei, obey, ok, okay, ole, parfait, parquet,
passe, portray, prepay, puree, purvey, repay, replay, risque, sachet, saute,
soiree, sorbet, souffle, survey, today, toupee, valet, attache, baa, cabaret,
chevrolet, cia, disarray, disobey, everyday, faraway, fiance, ira, monterey,
overplay, overstay, underpay, underplay, underway, usa, asea, cabriolet,
communique, naivete,
3, UW1, 118, blew, blue, boo, brew, chew, chou, clue, coo, coup, crew, cue,
deux, dew, do, drew, due, ewe, few, flew, flu, flue, glue, gnu, goo, grew,
hew, hue, jew, jus, knew, leu, lieu, loo, mew, moo, new, nu, ooh, pew, phew,
pooh, que, queue, roux, rue, screw, shew, shoe, shoo, sioux, skew, slew, spew,
stew, strew, sue, thew, threw, through, thru, to, too, true, two, view, whew,
who, woo, yew, you, zoo, accrue, achoo, adieu, ado, anew, askew, babu, bamboo,
beaucoup, canoe, construe, debut, ensue, eschew, fondue, imbue, into, kazoo,
outdo, outgrew, perdue, peru, pursue, redo, renew, review, revue, shampoo,
subdue, taboo, tattoo, thankyou, undo, undue, unglue, untrue, wahoo, withdrew,
ballyhoo, hitherto, iou, kangaroo, misconstrue, overdo, overdue, overthrew,
hullabaloo,
4, IY1 Z, 108, bees, breeze, cees, cheese, crees, dees, ease, fees, fleas,
flees, frees, freeze, frieze, jeez, keys, knees, leas, lees, peas, pease,
pees, pleas, please, seas, sees, seize, skis, sneeze, sprees, squeeze, teas,
tease, tees, these, threes, trees, vees, wheeze, yeas, agrees, appease,
burmese, chemise, chinese, decrees, degrees, disease, displease, draftees,
foresees, ids, jaycees, lessees, louise, maltese, pawnees, reprise, rupees,
trainees, trapeze, trustees, unease, absentees, adoptees, amputees,
appointees, attendees, balinese, cantonese, conferees, congolese, deportees,
designees, detainees, devotees, disagrees, enlistees, enrollees, escapees,
expertise, franchisees, guarantees, guaranties, honorees, inductees,
internees, invitees, japanese, javanese, journalese, licensees, nepalese,
nominees, overseas, parolees, potpourris, referees, retirees, returnees,
siamese, sinhalese, sudanese, taiwanese, underseas, vips, indochinese,
interviewees, senegalese,

5, EY1 D, 98, aid, aide, bade, bayed, blade, braid, fade, flayed, frayed,
glade, grade, jade, lade, laid, made, maid, paid, played, prayed, preyed,
raid, rayed, shade, spade, spayed, sprayed, staid, stayed, strayed, suede,
swayed, trade, wade, weighed, afraid, allayed, arcade, arrayed, betrayed,
blockade, brigade, brocade, buffeted, cascade, charade, cliched, conveyed,
crocheted, crusade, decade, decayed, degrade, delayed, dismayed, displayed,
dissuade, downgrade, evade, filleted, forbade, grenade, handmade, homemade,
invade, manmade, mislaid, obeyed, okayed, outweighed, parade, persuade,
pervade, portrayed, prepaid, purveyed, remade, repaid, replayed, sauteed,
surveyed, tirade, unmade, unpaid, unswayed, upgrade, colonnade, disobeyed,
lemonade, masquerade, overpaid, overplayed, overstayed, palisade, promenade,
serenade, unafraid, underpaid, underplayed,
6, EY1 Z, 93, baize, bays, blase, blaze, braise, chaise, clays, craze, dais,
days, daze, faze, gays, gaze, glaze, grays, graze, hayes, hays, haze, jays,
kays, lays, leis, leys, maize, mays, maze, nays, pays, phase, phrase, plays,
praise, prays, preys, raise, rase, rays, raze, shays, sprays, stays, strays,
sways, trays, ways, weighs, yeas, ablaze, allays, amaze, appraise, arrays,
ballets, betrays, bouquets, buffets, caches, cafes, chalets, cliches, conveys,
decays, defrays, delays, dismays, displays, dossiers, essays, filets, malaise,
malays, morays, obeys, okays, oles, parfaits, portrays, purveys, repays,
rephrase, replays, surveys, todays, cabarets, chevrolets, lyonnaise, matinees,
overplays, polonaise, reappraise, communiques,
7, EY1 N, 92, bane, blain, brain, cane, chain, crane, dane, deign, drain,
fain, feign, gain, grain, jane, lain, lane, main, maine, mane, pain, paine,
pane, plain, plane, rain, reign, rein, sane, seine, skein, slain, spain,
sprain, stain, strain, swain, thane, train, twain, vain, vane, vein, wain,
wane, wayne, abstain, again, arcane, arraign, attain, butane, campaign,
champagne, champaign, cocaine, complain, constrain, contain, detain, disdain,
domain, elaine, explain, germane, humane, inane, insane, maintain, moraine,
mundane, obtain, ordain, pertain, profane, refrain, regain, remain, restrain,
retain, retrain, romaine, spokane, sustain, terrain, ukraine, urbane,
ascertain, entertain, inhumane, overtrain, preordain, legerdemain,
8, OW1, 86, aux, beau, beaux, blow, bow, bro, co, crow, doe, dough, eau, eaux,
faux, floe, flow, foe, fro, glow, go, grow, ho, hoe, joe, know, lo, low, mo,
mow, no, oh, ow, owe, plough, po, pro, quo, rho, roe, row, sew, show, sloe,
slow, snow, so, sow, stow, tho, though, throw, toe, tow, trow, whoa, woe,
aglow, ago, although, below, bestow, bio, chateau, chateaux, escrow, forego,
forgo, hello, kayo, kowtow, monroe, nouveau, outgrow, peugeot, plateau,
rondeau, rouleau, rousseau, tableau, tableaux, tarot, turbot, apropos,
overflow, tallyho, ufo, undergo,
9, UW1 Z, 83, blues, boos, booze, brews, bruise, chews, choose, clews, clues,
coups, crews, cruise, cruse, cues, dews, dues, ewes, flus, fuse, glues, goos,
hews, hues, jews, loos, lose, moos, muse, news, oohs, ooze, pews, ques,
queues, ruse, schmooze, screws, shoes, skews, snooze, spews, stews, sues,
twos, use, views, whose, woos, youse, zoos, abuse, accrues, accuse, amuse,
bemuse, canoes, chartreuse, confuse, defuse, diffuse, ensues, enthuse,
eschews, excuse, infuse, misuse, peruse, pursues, recuse, refuse, renews,
reuse, reviews, revues, shampoos, suffuse, taboos, tattoos, transfuse,
disabuse, kangaroos, misconstrues, overuse,
10, AY1, 81, ai, ay, aye, buy, by, bye, chi, cry, die, dry, dye, eye, fly,
fry, guy, hi, high, jai, lie, lye, my, nigh, phi, pi, pie, ply, pry, psi, rye,

shy, sigh, sky, sly, spry, spy, sty, tai, thai, thigh, thy, tie, try, vie,
why, wry, wye, alai, ally, apply, awry, belie, bonsai, comply, decry, defy,
deny, goodbye, hereby, imply, july, lanai, nearby, rely, reply, retry,
shanghai, standby, supply, thereby, untie, versailles, whereby, fbi, misapply,
overfly, resupply, sci, semidry, sri, underlie, oversupply,
11, EY1 T, 79, ate, bait, bate, crate, date, eight, fait, fate, fete, freight,
gait, gate, grate, great, hate, late, mate, pate, plait, plate, rate, sate,
skate, slate, spate, state, straight, strait, strate, tate, trait, wait,
weight, abate, await, berate, collate, create, debate, deflate, dictate,
dilate, elate, equate, estate, inflate, innate, irate, kuwait, lightweight,
misstate, negate, oblate, ornate, postdate, predate, prorate, relate, restate,
sedate, translate, update, upstate, actuate, conjugate, desecrate, interstate,
intrastate, overate, overrate, overweight, procreate, recreate, reinstate,
underrate, demodulate, interrelate, recriminate, remunerate,
12, IY1 N, 79, bean, clean, dean, gene, glean, green, jean, keen, lean, lien,
mean, mein, mien, preen, queen, scene, screen, seen, sheen, spleen, teen,
tween, wean, agin, baleen, benzene, between, caffeine, canteen, careen,
casein, christine, citrine, colleen, convene, crimean, cuisine, demean,
eighteen, eugene, fifteen, foreseen, fourteen, irene, latrine, machine,
marine, moline, nineteen, obscene, pauline, preteen, ravine, routine, sabine,
saline, sardine, serene, sixteen, thirteen, umpteen, unclean, unseen, vaccine,
figurine, gelatine, halloween, intervene, propylene, reconvene, seventeen,
submachine, submarine, tambourine, tangerine, trampoline, unforeseen,
wolverine, aquamarine,
13, EH1 S T, 78, best, blessed, blest, breast, chest, crest, dressed, fessed,
guessed, guest, jest, lest, messed, nest, pest, pressed, prest, quest, rest,
stressed, test, vest, west, wrest, zest, abreast, addressed, arrest, assessed,
attest, behest, bequest, caressed, celeste, compressed, confessed, congest,
contest, depressed, detest, digest, digressed, distressed, divest, expressed,
finessed, impressed, infest, ingest, invest, midwest, molest, northwest,
obsessed, oppressed, possessed, professed, progressed, protest, recessed,
repressed, request, retest, southwest, suggest, suppressed, transgressed,
undressed, unrest, acquiesced, coalesced, dispossessed, rearrest, reassessed,
reinvest, repossessed, unaddressed, unimpressed,
14, AY1 D, 74, bide, bride, chide, cried, died, dried, dyed, eyed, fide,
flied, fried, glide, guide, hide, hyde, lied, pied, plied, pride, pried, ride,
shied, side, sighed, slide, snide, spied, stride, tide, tied, tried, vide,
vied, wide, abide, allied, applied, aside, astride, belied, beside, betide,
collide, complied, confide, decide, decried, defied, denied, deride, divide,
implied, inside, misguide, outside, preside, provide, relied, replied, reside,
retried, stateside, subside, supplied, untied, untried, upside, worldwide,
alongside, coincide, misapplied, nationwide, subdivide, oversupplied,
15, IH1 R, 74, beer, cheer, clear, dear, deer, ear, fear, fleer, frere, gear,
jeer, lear, mere, near, peer, pier, queer, rear, sear, sere, shear, sheer,
smear, sneer, spear, sphere, steer, tear, veer, we're, year, adhere, appear,
austere, career, cashier, cohere, emir, frontier, premier, premiere, rainier,
revere, severe, sincere, unclear, veneer, zaire, auctioneer, belvedere,
bombardier, brigadier, cavalier, chandelier, chevalier, commandeer, disappear,
domineer, engineer, gondolier, insincere, interfere, marketeer, mutineer,
pamphleteer, persevere, pioneer, profiteer, racketeer, reappear, souvenir,
volunteer, conventioneer, electioneer,

16, EH1 T, 72, bet, debt, et, fret, get, jet, let, met, net, pet, ret, set,
stet, sweat, threat, vet, wet, whet, yet, abet, baguette, barrette, beget,
beset, brunet, brunette, cadet, cassette, cornet, corvette, diskette, duet,
forget, gazette, jeannette, lorgnette, octet, offset, pipette, preset,
quartet, quintet, regret, reset, rosette, roulette, sextet, suzette, tibet,
unmet, unset, upset, vignette, anisette, antoinette, baronet, calumet,
cigarette, clarinet, coronet, falconet, flageolet, kitchenette, lafayette,
luncheonette, minaret, minuet, silhouette, sobriquet, statuette, suffragette,
cabriolet,
17, EH1 R, 72, air, bare, bear, blare, care, chair, clair, dare, ere, err,
fair, faire, fare, flair, flare, frere, glare, guerre, hair, hare, heir, herr,
lair, mare, mer, pair, pare, pear, prayer, rare, scare, share, snare, spare,
square, stair, stare, swear, tear, terre, their, there, ware, wear, where,
affair, aware, beware, compare, declare, despair, ensnare, forswear,
foursquare, impair, midair, moliere, pierre, prepare, repair, unfair,
voltaire, billionaire, debonair, disrepair, doctrinaire, millionaire,
questionnaire, solitaire, unaware, concessionaire, multimillionaire,
18, EH1 S, 70, bess, bless, chess, cress, des, dress, es, ess, esse, fess,
guess, jess, less, mess, ness, press, ques, stress, tress, yes, address,
aggress, assess, attests, caress, compress, confess, contests, depress,
digress, distress, egress, excess, express, finesse, fluoresce, impress,
largesse, noblesse, obsess, oppress, possess, profess, progress, protests,
recess, redress, regress, repress, requests, success, suppress, transgress,
undress, unless, us, abs, acquiesce, coalesce, convalesce, cps, dispossess,
ins, irs, nonetheless, reassess, reinvests, repossess, sos, nevertheless,
19, OW1 Z, 69, blows, bows, chose, close, clothes, crows, doze, eaux, flows,
foes, froze, glows, goes, grows, hoes, hose, joes, knows, lows, noes, nose,
ohs, owes, pose, pows, pros, prose, roes, rose, rows, shows, slows, snows,
sows, those, throes, throws, toes, tows, woes, arose, bestows, compose,
depose, disclose, dispose, enclose, expose, foreclose, forgoes, impose,
oppose, outgrows, plainclothes, propose, repose, suppose, tarots, transpose,
decompose, interpose, juxtapose, predispose, presuppose, reimpose, ufos,
misdiagnose, overexpose, superimpose,
20, AO1 R, 66, boar, boer, bore, chore, core, corps, door, drawer, floor, for,
fore, four, gore, hoar, lore, moore, more, nor, oar, or, ore, pore, pour,
roar, score, shore, snore, soar, sore, spore, store, swore, thor, tor, tore,
war, whore, wore, yore, your, abhor, adore, ashore, before, decor, deplore,
explore, galore, hardcore, ignore, implore, inshore, lahore, offshore,
outpour, outscore, postwar, prewar, rapport, restore, senor, antiwar, anymore,
guarantor, heretofore, underscore,
21, AY1 Z, 63, ayes, buys, cries, dies, dries, dyes, eyes, flies, fries,
guise, guys, highs, lies, pies, plies, pries, prize, rise, shies, sighs, size,
skies, spies, thighs, ties, tries, vies, whys, wise, advise, allies, applies,
apprise, arise, baptize, belies, chastise, complies, comprise, decries,
defies, demise, denies, despise, devise, disguise, goodbyes, implies, incise,
marseilles, relies, replies, reprise, revise, supplies, surmise, surprise,
unwise, improvise, misapplies, oversize, underlies, decriminalize,
22, UW1 D, 62, blued, booed, brewed, brood, chewed, clued, crude, cued, dude,
feud, food, glued, hued, lewd, mood, nude, poohed, prude, rood, rude, screwed,

shooed, shrewd, skewed, spewed, stewed, sued, viewed, wooed, you'd, accrued,
allude, canoed, collude, conclude, construed, debuted, delude, denude, elude,
endued, ensued, eschewed, exclude, extrude, exude, imbued, include, intrude,
nonfood, obtrude, preclude, protrude, pursued, renewed, reviewed, seclude,
shampooed, subdued, tattooed, ballyhooed, misconstrued,
23, AY1 T, 62, bight, bite, blight, bright, byte, cite, dwight, fight, flight,
fright, height, hight, kite, knight, light, lite, might, mite, night, plight,
quite, right, rite, sight, site, sleight, slight, spite, sprite, tight, trite,
white, wight, wright, write, alight, alright, contrite, delight, despite,
excite, forthright, ignite, incite, indict, indite, invite, nonwhite,
outright, polite, recite, rewrite, tonight, upright, uptight, impolite,
overnight, overwrite, reignite, reinvite, reunite, overexcite,
24, EH1 L, 60, bel, bell, belle, cell, del, dell, dwell, el, ell, fell, gel,
hell, jell, knell, quell, sell, shell, smell, spell, swell, tell, well, yell,
befell, cartel, compel, cornell, dispel, excel, expel, farewell, fidel,
foretell, gazelle, hotel, impel, intel, lapel, marcel, misspell, morel, motel,
nobel, noel, nouvelle, outsell, pastel, propel, ravel, rebel, repel, resell,
retell, unwell, clientele, personnel, raphael, mademoiselle, materiel,
antipersonnel,
25, IY1 T, 57, beat, beet, cheat, cleat, crete, eat, feat, feet, fleet, greet,
heat, meat, meet, mete, neat, peat, pleat, seat, sheet, skeet, sleet, street,
suite, sweet, teat, treat, tweet, wheat, backseat, compete, complete, conceit,
concrete, deceit, defeat, delete, deplete, discreet, discrete, downbeat,
effete, elite, excrete, gamete, mistreat, offbeat, petite, receipt, repeat,
replete, retreat, secrete, unseat, incomplete, indiscreet, marguerite,
obsolete,
26, EH1 K T, 56, checked, decked, necked, sect, trekked, wrecked, affect,
bedecked, collect, confect, connect, correct, defect, deflect, deject, detect,
direct, dissect, effect, eject, elect, erect, expect, infect, inject, inspect,
neglect, object, perfect, project, protect, rechecked, reflect, reject,
respect, select, subject, suspect, unchecked, disaffect, disconnect,
disinfect, disrespect, incorrect, indirect, interject, intersect, misdirect,
recollect, reconnect, redirect, reelect, reinspect, resurrect, interconnect,
overprotect,
27, IY1 D, 55, bead, bleed, brede, breed, cede, creed, deed, feed, freed,
fried, greed, heed, keyed, knead, kneed, lead, mead, need, peed, plead, read,
reed, screed, seed, skied, speed, steed, swede, teed, tweed, weed, accede,
agreed, concede, decreed, degreed, exceed, impede, indeed, misdeed, mislead,
misread, precede, proceed, recede, reread, reseed, secede, stampede, succeed,
disagreed, guaranteed, intercede, overfeed, supersede,
28, IH1 R Z, 54, beers, cheers, clears, ears, fears, gears, nears, peers,
piers, queers, rears, sears, smears, sneers, spears, spheres, steers, tears,
veers, viers, year's, years, adheres, algiers, appears, arrears, careers,
cashiers, coheres, frontiers, premieres, premiers, reveres, veneers,
auctioneers, bombardiers, cavaliers, disappears, engineers, financiers,
gondoliers, interferes, marketeers, mutineers, pamphleteers, perseveres,
pioneers, profiteers, racketeers, reappears, souvenirs, volunteers,
conventioneers, electioneers,

29, EY1 L, 54, ail, ale, bail, bale, braille, dale, fail, flail, frail, gale,
grail, hail, hale, jail, kale, mail, male, nail, pail, pale, quail, quale,
rail, sail, sale, scale, shale, snail, stale, tail, tale, trail, vail, vale,
veil, wail, wale, whale, yale, assail, avail, carrell, curtail, derail,
detail, entail, exhale, impale, inhale, prevail, surveil, tramell, travail,
unveil,
30, EY1 T S, 53, baits, bates, cates, crates, dates, eights, fates, gates,
grates, greats, hates, mates, pates, plaits, plates, rates, sates, skates,
slates, spates, state's, states, straights, straits, traits, waits, weights,
abates, awaits, creates, debates, dictates, elates, equates, estates,
inflates, misstates, narrates, negates, postdates, predates, relates,
restates, sedates, translates, updates, annotates, conjugates, desecrates,
overrates, procreates, recreates, demodulates,
31, EH1 N T, 53, bent, brent, cent, dent, gent, kent, lent, meant, pent, rent,
scent, sent, spent, tent, vent, went, accent, ascent, assent, augment, cement,
consent, content, dement, descent, dissent, event, extent, ferment, indent,
intent, invent, lament, misspent, percent, present, prevent, relent, repent,
resent, segment, torment, unspent, circumvent, discontent, malcontent,
nonevent, overspent, reinvent, represent, supplement, underwent, misrepresent,
32, OW1 N, 53, blown, bone, clone, cone, crone, don't, drone, flown, groan,
grown, hone, known, loan, lone, moan, mon, own, phone, prone, roan, scone,
sewn, shone, shown, sown, stone, throne, thrown, tone, zone, alone, atone,
bemoan, capone, cologne, condone, cyclone, dethrone, disown, hipbone,
homegrown, intone, leone, outgrown, outshone, postpone, trombone, unknown,
calderon, overblown, overgrown, overthrown, unbeknown,
33, AY1 N D, 51, bind, blind, dined, find, fined, grind, hind, kind, lined,
mind, mined, pined, rind, shined, signed, twined, wind, wined, aligned,
assigned, behind, combined, confined, consigned, declined, defined, designed,
enshrined, entwined, inclined, maligned, mankind, opined, reclined, refined,
remind, resigned, unkind, unlined, unsigned, unwind, disinclined, intertwined,
realigned, reassigned, redefined, redesigned, unconfined, undefined,
undermined, unrefined,
34, EY1 N D, 50, brained, caned, chained, craned, deigned, drained, feigned,
gained, grained, maned, pained, planed, rained, reigned, reined, sprained,
stained, strained, trained, waned, abstained, arraigned, attained, campaigned,
complained, constrained, contained, detained, disdained, explained, ingrained,
maintained, obtained, ordained, pertained, refrained, regained, remained,
restrained, retained, retrained, sustained, unstained, untrained, ascertained,
entertained, preordained, unconstrained, unexplained, unrestrained,
35, AY1 N, 50, brine, cline, dine, fine, line, mine, nine, pine, rhine, shine,
shrine, sign, sine, spine, stein, swine, thine, tine, trine, twine, vine,
whine, wine, align, aline, assign, benign, combine, confine, consign, decline,
define, design, divine, enshrine, entwine, incline, malign, opine, recline,
refine, resign, supine, disincline, intertwine, realign, reassign, recombine,
redefine, redesign,
36, EY1 N Z, 49, banes, brains, canes, chains, cranes, danes, deigns, drains,
gains, grains, janes, lanes, mains, manes, pains, panes, plains, planes,
rains, reigns, reins, skeins, sprains, stains, strains, trains, vanes, veins,
wanes, attains, campaigns, champagnes, complains, constrains, contains,

disdains, domains, explains, maintains, obtains, pertains, refrains, regains,
remains, restrains, retains, sustains, terrains, entertains,
37, AE1 K T, 48, act, backed, blacked, cracked, fact, hacked, jacked, lacked,
packed, pact, racked, sacked, slacked, smacked, snacked, stacked, tacked,
tact, tracked, tract, whacked, wracked, abstract, attacked, attract, compact,
contract, detract, diffract, distract, enact, exact, extract, impact, intact,
protract, react, redact, repacked, retract, subtract, transact, unpacked,
inexact, interact, reenact, counterattacked, overreact,
38, EH1 R Z, 48, airs, bares, bears, blares, cares, chairs, dares, errs,
fairs, fares, flares, freres, glares, hairs, hares, heirs, mares, pairs,
pares, pears, prayers, scares, shares, snares, spares, squares, stairs,
stares, swears, tears, theirs, wares, wears, affairs, compares, declares,
despairs, downstairs, ensnares, impairs, prepares, repairs, upstairs,
billionaires, millionaires, questionnaires, unawares, multimillionaires,
39, IH1 L, 47, bill, brill, chill, dill, drill, fill, frill, gill, grill,
grille, hill, ill, jill, kill, krill, mil, mill, mille, nil, nill, pill,
quill, rill, shill, shrill, sill, skill, spill, still, swill, thrill, til,
till, trill, twill, will, bastille, brazil, distill, downhill, fulfill,
goodwill, instill, refill, seville, until, uphill,
40, OW1 D, 46, bode, bowed, code, coed, crowed, flowed, glowed, goad, load,
lode, mode, mowed, node, ode, owed, road, rode, rowed, sewed, showed, slowed,
snowed, sowed, stowed, strode, toad, toed, towed, abode, bestowed, bestrode,
commode, corrode, decode, encode, erode, explode, forebode, implode, outmode,
plateaued, reload, unbowed, unload, overflowed, overrode,
41, UW1 T, 46, boot, brut, brute, butte, chute, coot, cute, flute, fruit,
hoot, jute, loot, lute, moot, mute, newt, root, route, scoot, shoot, shute,
suit, toot, acute, astute, beirut, cahoot, commute, compute, dilute, dispute,
hirsute, impute, minute, permute, pollute, pursuit, reboot, recruit, refute,
repute, reroute, salute, uproot, disrepute, subacute,
42, EH1 D, 45, bed, bled, bread, bred, dead, dread, fed, fled, fred, head,
lead, led, pled, read, red, said, shed, shred, sled, sped, spread, stead,
thread, tread, wed, zed, abed, ahead, behead, embed, imbed, instead, misled,
misread, purebred, retread, unread, unsaid, unwed, widespread, infrared,
interbred, overfed, overhead, thoroughbred,
43, IH1 T, 45, bit, brit, chit, fit, flit, get, grit, hit, it, kit, knit, lit,
mitt, nit, pit, quit, shit, shits, sit, skit, slit, smit, spit, split, tit,
whit, wit, writ, acquit, admit, befit, commit, emit, legit, obit, omit,
permit, refit, remit, submit, transmit, unfit, readmit, recommit, resubmit,
44, UW1 N, 45, boon, coon, croon, dune, goon, hewn, june, loon, moon, noon,
prune, rune, soon, spoon, strewn, swoon, tune, attune, baboon, balloon,
bassoon, buffoon, cardoon, cartoon, cocoon, commune, festoon, harpoon, immune,
impugn, lagoon, lampoon, maroon, monsoon, platoon, pontoon, raccoon, rangoon,
saloon, tycoon, typhoon, afternoon, opportune, picayune, inopportune,
45, OW1 L D, 45, bold, bowled, cold, doled, fold, gold, hold, holed, mold,
mould, old, polled, rolled, scold, sold, strolled, told, tolled, wold, ahold,
behold, cajoled, consoled, controlled, enfold, enrolled, extolled, foretold,
fourfold, outsold, paroled, patrolled, remold, resold, twofold, unfold,

unrolled, unsold, untold, uphold, withhold, decontrolled, oversold,
uncontrolled, undersold,
46, IY1 K, 45, beak, bleak, cheek, chic, clique, creak, creek, eke, freak,
geek, greek, leak, leek, meek, peak, peek, pique, reek, seek, sheik, sheikh,
shriek, sikh, sleek, sneak, speak, squeak, streak, teak, tweak, weak, week,
wreak, antique, batik, bespeak, boutique, critique, misspeak, mystique,
oblique, physique, technique, unique, mozambique,
47, OW1 L, 45, bole, boll, bowl, coal, cole, dhole, dole, droll, foal, goal,
hole, knoll, kohl, mole, ole, pole, poll, role, roll, scroll, seoul, skoal,
sol, sole, soul, stole, stroll, thole, tole, toll, troll, whole, atoll,
cajole, console, control, ecole, enroll, extol, parole, patrol, pistole,
unroll, decontrol, espanol,
48, EY1 L Z, 43, ails, ales, bails, bales, brailles, dales, fails, gales,
hails, hales, jails, mails, males, nails, pails, pales, quails, rails, rales,
sails, sales, scales, shales, snails, tails, tales, trails, vales, veils,
wails, wales, whales, assails, curtails, derails, details, entails, impales,
prevails, regales, travails, unveils, versailles,
49, AO1 R D, 42, board, bored, chord, cord, fjord, floored, ford, gored,
gourd, hoard, horde, lord, oared, pored, poured, roared, scored, shored,
soared, stored, sward, sword, ward, abhorred, aboard, accord, adored, afford,
award, deplored, explored, ignored, implored, outscored, record, restored,
reward, toward, prerecord, underscored, unexplored, untoward,
50, IY1 L, 42, creel, deal, eel, feel, heal, heel, keel, kneel, leal, meal,
peal, peel, real, reel, riel, seal, spiel, squeal, steal, steel, teal, veal,
wheel, zeal, anneal, appeal, brasil, conceal, congeal, corneal, genteel,
ideal, lucille, ordeal, puerile, repeal, reseal, reveal, surreal, unreal,
unseal, automobile,
51, ER1, 42, blur, bur, burr, cur, der, err, fir, fur, her, mer, myrrh, per,
pere, purr, shirr, sir, slur, spur, stir, we're, were, chauffeur, concur,
confer, defer, demur, deter, incur, infer, inter, liqueur, monsieur, occur,
prefer, recur, refer, transfer, connoisseur, reoccur, saboteur, entrepreneur,
restaurateur,
52, AA1 K, 41, bach, bloc, block, bock, brock, caulk, chalk, chock, clock,
cock, crock, doc, dock, flock, frock, hoc, hock, jock, knock, loch, lock,
mach, mock, nock, pock, roc, rock, schlock, shock, smock, sock, stock, walk,
wok, bangkok, iraq, restock, unlock, antiknock, interlock, overstock,
53, AE1 K S, 40, acts, ax, axe, backs, blacks, cracks, facts, fax, flax,
hacks, jacks, knacks, lacks, lax, macks, macs, max, packs, pacs, pacts, pax,
plaques, quacks, racks, sacks, sacs, sax, shacks, slacks, smacks, snacks,
stacks, tacks, tax, tracks, wacks, wax, whacks, attacks, relax,
54, EH1 N D, 40, bend, blend, end, fend, friend, lend, mend, penned, send,
spend, tend, trend, wend, amend, append, ascend, attend, befriend, commend,
contend, defend, depend, descend, distend, expend, extend, impend, intend,
misspend, offend, portend, pretend, suspend, transcend, unbend, apprehend,
comprehend, condescend, recommend, overextend,

55, EH1 T S, 40, bets, debts, frets, gets, jets, lets, nets, pets, sets,
sweats, threats, vets, begets, brevets, brunettes, cadets, cassettes,
corvettes, diskettes, duets, forgets, lorgnettes, pipettes, quartets, regrets,
resets, rosettes, roulettes, upsets, vignettes, baronets, cigarettes,
coronets, falconets, luncheonettes, minarets, pirouettes, silhouettes,
statuettes, suffragettes,
56, IY1 N Z, 40, beans, cleans, deans, genes, greens, jeans, leans, liens,
means, peens, queens, scenes, screens, sheens, teens, betweens, canteens,
careens, convenes, cuisines, demeans, eighteens, fifteens, fourteens,
latrines, machines, marines, orleans, preteens, ravines, routines, sardines,
sixteens, vaccines, figurines, gasolines, intervenes, reconvenes, smithereens,
submarines,
57, AO1 R Z, 39, boers, bores, chores, cores, corps, doors, drawers, floors,
fours, gores, hors, oars, ores, pores, pours, roars, scores, shores, soars,
sores, spores, stores, tours, wars, whores, yours, abhors, adores, azores,
deplores, explores, ignores, implores, outdoors, outscores, restores,
guarantors, saboteurs, underscores,
58, AE1 K, 38, back, black, clack, crack, flack, flak, hack, jack, knack, lac,
lack, mac, mack, pac, pack, plack, plaque, quack, rack, sac, sack, shack,
slack, smack, snack, stack, tack, track, wack, whack, wrack, yack, yak, aback,
attack, repack, shellack, unpack,
59, AO1 R T, 38, bort, court, ct, fort, forte, mort, ort, port, quart, short,
snort, sort, sport, swart, thwart, tort, torte, wart, abort, assort, athwart,
cavort, comport, consort, contort, deport, distort, escort, exhort, extort,
import, purport, report, resort, support, transport, misreport, teleport,
60, UW1 S, 38, bruce, coos, deuce, duce, goose, juice, loose, moose, mousse,
noose, nous, sluice, spruce, truce, use, zeus, abstruse, abuse, caboose,
chartreuse, deduce, diffuse, disuse, excuse, induce, misuse, obtuse, produce,
profuse, recluse, reduce, reuse, seduce, disabuse, introduce, reproduce,
overproduce, reintroduce,
61, AE1 N, 38, an, ann, anne, ban, bran, can, clan, dan, fan, flan, man, nan,
pan, plan, ran, san, scan, span, tan, than, van, began, bhutan, cyan, diane,
divan, iran, japan, moulin, outran, pecan, rattan, saran, sedan, spokane,
sudan, suzanne, overran,
62, AA1 N, 37, bon, con, conn, don, hon, john, juan, khan, mon, non, on,
spawn, swan, wan, won, yon, baton, bhutan, ceylon, chiffon, forgone, gabon,
iran, koran, milan, nippon, pecan, saigon, salon, taiwan, upon, yuan,
denouement, rapprochement, teheran, thereupon, whereupon,
63, AW1 N D, 35, bound, browned, crowned, downed, drowned, found, frowned,
ground, hound, mound, pound, round, sound, wound, abound, aground, around,
astound, compound, confound, expound, impound, inbound, newfound, profound,
propound, rebound, redound, renowned, resound, surround, unbound, unsound,
unwound, ultrasound,
64, IH1 T S, 35, bits, blitz, chits, fits, gets, grits, hits, its, kits,
knits, lits, mitts, pits, quits, ritz, sits, sitz, skits, slits, spits, spitz,
splits, tits, wits, writs, acquits, admits, befits, commits, emits, obits,
omits, permits, submits, transmits,

65, EY1 D Z, 35, aides, aids, blades, braids, fades, glades, grades, jades,
maids, raids, shades, spades, suedes, trades, wades, arcades, blockades,
brigades, brocades, cascades, charades, crusades, decades, degrades,
downgrades, evades, grenades, invades, parades, persuades, pervades, tirades,
upgrades, palisades, promenades,
66, IH1 N, 35, been, bin, brin, chin, din, fin, finn, gin, grin, in, inn, kin,
min, pin, shin, sin, skin, spin, thin, tin, twin, vin, when, win, yin, akin,
begin, berlin, chagrin, herein, levin, therein, wherein, within, violin,
67, ER1 T, 35, blurt, chert, curt, dirt, flirt, girt, hurt, peart, pert,
shirt, skirt, spurt, squirt, vert, wert, alert, assert, avert, concert,
convert, desert, dessert, divert, evert, exert, inert, insert, invert, overt,
pervert, revert, subvert, unhurt, disconcert, reassert,
68, AY1 N Z, 35, bines, brines, dines, dynes, fines, kinds, kines, lines,
mines, nines, pines, shines, shrines, signs, sines, spines, tines, vines,
whines, wines, aligns, alines, assigns, combines, confines, declines, defines,
designs, inclines, opines, reclines, refines, resigns, redefines, undermines,
69, AO1 L, 35, all, ball, bawl, brawl, call, caul, crawl, drawl, fall, gall,
hall, haul, mall, maul, pall, paul, pol, scrawl, shawl, small, sprawl, squall,
stall, tall, thrall, wall, appall, baseball, befall, forestall, install,
nepal, recall, montreal, senegal,
70, AE1 N D, 35, and, band, banned, bland, brand, canned, fanned, gland,
grand, grande, hand, land, manned, panned, planned, rand, sand, scanned,
spanned, stand, strand, tanned, command, demand, disband, expand, firsthand,
offhand, remand, unmanned, unplanned, withstand, meadowland, understand,
misunderstand,
71, EH1 K S, 35, becks, checks, cheques, czechs, decks, ex, flecks, flex, hex,
lex, necks, next, rex, sex, specks, specs, tex, treks, vex, wrecks, annex,
complex, convex, dissects, effects, ejects, execs, expects, perplex, reflects,
rejects, respects, subjects, suspects, triplex,
72, IY1 T S, 35, beats, beets, cheats, cleats, eats, feats, fleets, greets,
heats, keats, meats, meets, pleats, seats, sheets, skeets, streets, suites,
sweets, teats, treats, backseats, competes, completes, deceits, defeats,
deletes, depletes, elites, mistreats, petites, receipts, repeats, retreats,
obsoletes,
73, AA1, 34, aah, ah, awe, bah, blah, bra, ca, ga, gras, ha, hah, joie, la,
law, ma, moi, na, pa, qua, rah, raw, sa, shah, spa, trois, wa, aha, bourgeois,
hurrah, markkaa, pasha, voila, baccarat, bogota,
74, EY1 S T, 34, aced, based, baste, braced, chased, chaste, faced, graced,
haste, laced, paced, paste, placed, raced, spaced, taste, traced, waist,
waste, debased, defaced, disgraced, displaced, distaste, embraced, encased,
erased, foretaste, lambaste, misplaced, replaced, retraced, unplaced,
interlaced,
75, OW1 T, 34, bloat, boat, coat, cote, dote, float, gloat, goat, groat,
haute, moat, mote, note, oat, quote, rote, throat, tote, vote, wrote, afloat,

capote, connote, demote, denote, devote, misquote, outvote, promote, remote,
rewrote, unquote, overwrote, underwrote,
76, UH1 R, 34, boor, cure, jure, lure, moor, moore, pure, spoor, sure, tour,
your, allure, assure, bonjour, brochure, couture, demure, detour, endure,
ensure, impure, insure, inure, manure, mature, obscure, procure, secure,
unsure, immature, premature, reassure, reinsure, entrepreneur,
77, ER1 D, 33, bird, blurred, curd, gird, heard, herd, nerd, slurred, spurred,
stirred, third, word, absurd, chauffeured, concurred, conferred, deferred,
demurred, deterred, incurred, inferred, interred, misheard, occurred,
preferred, recurred, referred, reword, transferred, uncured, unheard,
overheard, undeterred,
78, EY1 S, 33, ace, base, bass, brace, case, chase, dace, face, glace, grace,
lace, mace, pace, place, race, space, trace, vase, apace, debase, deface,
disgrace, displace, efface, embrace, encase, erase, incase, lambastes,
misplace, replace, retrace, interlace,
79, EH1 K T S, 33, sects, affects, collects, connects, corrects, defects,
deflects, detects, directs, dissects, effects, ejects, elects, erects,
expects, infects, injects, inspects, neglects, objects, projects, protects,
reflects, rejects, respects, selects, subjects, suspects, disconnects,
interjects, intersects, recollects, reconnects,
80, EH1 L Z, 33, belles, bells, cells, dwells, ells, fells, gels, sells,
shells, smells, spells, swells, tells, wells, yells, cartels, compels,
dispels, excels, farewells, gazelles, hotels, lapels, misspells, motels,
outsells, pastels, propels, rebels, repels, resells, organelles, materiels,
81, AY1 T S, 33, bites, bytes, cites, fights, flights, heights, kites,
knights, lights, lites, mites, nights, rights, rites, sights, sites, slights,
tights, whites, wrights, writes, delights, excites, ignites, incites, invites,
nonwhites, recites, rewrites, unites, overwrites, reunites, overexcites,
82, OW1 L Z, 33, boles, bolls, bowls, coals, coles, doles, goals, holes,
kohls, moles, oles, poles, polls, pols, roles, rolls, scrolls, shoals, soles,
souls, strolls, tolls, trolls, voles, wholes, consoles, controls, creoles,
enrolls, extols, paroles, patrols, unrolls,
83, IY1 V, 32, cleave, eave, eve, greave, grieve, heave, leave, peeve, reave,
reeve, sleeve, steve, vive, we've, weave, achieve, aggrieve, believe, bereave,
conceive, deceive, naive, perceive, receive, relieve, reprieve, retrieve,
disbelieve, interleave, interweave, misconceive, preconceive,
84, IY1 D Z, 31, beads, bleeds, breeds, cedes, creeds, deeds, feeds, heeds,
leads, leeds, meads, needs, pleads, reads, reeds, seeds, speeds, steeds,
swedes, weeds, accedes, concedes, exceeds, impedes, misdeeds, misleads,
precedes, proceeds, recedes, succeeds, supersedes,
85, AA1 R, 31, are, bar, barre, car, char, czar, far, gar, jar, mar, our, par,
scar, spar, star, tar, tsar, afar, ajar, bazaar, bazar, bizarre, cigar, dinar,
disbar, guitar, qatar, renoir, revoir, sitar, tatar,
86, IH1 K S, 31, bricks, chicks, clicks, cliques, dicks, fix, flicks, hicks,
kicks, licks, mix, nicks, nix, picks, pix, pricks, ricks, six, slicks, sticks,

styx, ticks, tics, tricks, wicks, affix, conflicts, depicts, predicts,
transfix, intermix,
87, AY1 L, 31, aisle, bile, dial, file, guile, heil, isle, mile, nile, pile,
rile, smile, stile, style, tile, trial, vile, while, wile, argyll, awhile,
beguile, compile, fertile, hostile, marseille, refile, restyle, revile,
worthwhile, versatile,
88, AA1 T, 31, baht, blot, bought, caught, clot, cot, dot, got, hot, jot,
knot, lot, not, plot, pot, rot, scot, scott, shot, slot, spot, squat, swat,
tot, trot, watt, yacht, allot, cannot, forgot, polyglot,
89, AW1, 31, bough, bow, brow, chow, ciao, cow, frau, how, howe, lough, mao,
now, ow, plough, plow, pow, prow, scow, sow, tao, thou, vow, wow, yow, allow,
avow, endow, kowtow, meow, disallow, disavow,
90, AE1 M, 31, am, cam, cham, clam, cram, dam, damn, dram, graham, gram, ham,
jam, jamb, lam, lamb, nam, ram, sam, scam, scram, sham, slam, swam, tam, tram,
wham, yam, exam, goddamn, madame, siam,
91, IH1 S T, 31, cyst, fist, gist, grist, hissed, kissed, kist, list, liszt,
midst, missed, mist, pissed, schist, tryst, twist, wrist, assist, consist,
delist, desist, dismissed, enlist, exist, insist, persist, resist, subsist,
coexist, preexist, reminisced,
92, IH1 K, 31, brick, chick, click, crick, dick, flick, hick, kick, lick,
mick, nick, pick, prick, quick, rick, schick, schtick, shtick, sic, sick,
slick, spic, stick, thick, tic, tick, trick, wick, handpick, nonstick,
realpolitik,
93, EY1 K, 30, ache, bake, brake, break, cake, drake, fake, flake, hake, jake,
lake, make, quake, rake, sake, shake, snake, spake, stake, steak, take, wake,
awake, betake, forsake, mistake, opaque, partake, remake, retake,
94, IH1 R D, 30, beard, cheered, cleared, eared, feared, geared, jeered,
neared, peered, reared, seared, sheared, smeared, sneered, steered, veered,
weird, adhered, appeared, cashiered, cohered, premiered, revered,
commandeered, disappeared, interfered, persevered, pioneered, reappeared,
volunteered,
95, EH1 R D, 30, aired, bared, blared, cared, chaired, dared, erred, fared,
flared, glared, haired, laird, paired, pared, scared, shared, snared, spared,
squared, stared, compared, declared, despaired, ensnared, impaired, prepared,
repaired, undeclared, unimpaired, unprepared,
96, EH1 N D Z, 30, bends, blends, ends, fends, friends, lends, sends, spends,
tends, trends, wends, amends, ascends, attends, befriends, commends, contends,
defends, depends, descends, extends, intends, offends, portends, pretends,
suspends, transcends, comprehends, recommends, overextends,
97, IH1 P, 30, blip, chip, clip, dip, drip, flip, grip, gyp, hip, kip, lip,
nip, pip, quip, rip, scrip, ship, sip, skip, slip, snip, strip, tip, trip,
whip, yip, zip, equip, outstrip, unzip,
98, UW1 M, 29, bloom, boom, broom, coombe, doom, flume, fume, gloom, groom,
loom, plume, room, tomb, vroom, whom, womb, zoom, abloom, assume, consume,

costume, entomb, exhume, khartoum, legroom, perfume, presume, resume,
reassume,
99, EH1 N, 29, ben, den, en, fen, gen, glen, hen, ken, men, pen, ten, then,
wen, when, wren, yen, zen, again, amen, cayenne, cheyenne, lawmen, oilmen,
pitchmen, un, councilmen, handymen, patrolmen, comedienne,
100, AH1 N, 29, bun, bunn, done, donne, dun, fun, gun, hun, none, nun, one,
pun, run, shun, son, spun, stun, sun, ton, tonne, un, won, begun, outdone,
outrun, redone, rerun, undone, overdone,
101, IH1 P S, 29, blips, chips, clips, dips, drips, flips, grips, hips, lips,
nips, pips, quips, rips, scripts, ships, sips, skips, slips, snips, strips,
thrips, tips, trips, whips, zips, eclipse, ellipse, equips, outstrips,
102, AY1 D Z, 28, brides, chides, fides, glides, guides, hides, prides, rides,
sides, slides, strides, tides, abides, asides, besides, collides, confides,
decides, derides, divides, insides, misguides, outsides, presides, provides,
resides, subsides, coincides,
103, AH1 S T, 28, bused, bussed, bust, crust, cussed, dust, fussed, gust,
just, lust, must, rust, thrust, trust, adjust, combust, discussed, disgust,
distrust, encrust, entrust, incrust, mistrust, nonplussed, robust, unjust,
antitrust, readjust,
104, UW1 N Z, 28, boons, coons, croons, dunes, goons, loons, moons, noons,
prunes, runes, spoons, tunes, baboons, balloons, cartoons, cocoons, communes,
harpoons, impugns, lagoons, monsoons, platoons, pontoons, raccoons, saloons,
tycoons, typhoons, afternoons,
105, AE1 S T, 28, asked, bast, blast, cast, caste, classed, fast, gassed,
glassed, grassed, hast, last, massed, mast, passed, past, vast, aghast,
amassed, contrast, harassed, lambaste, miscast, outlast, precast, recast,
surpassed, unsurpassed,
106, IY1 M, 28, beam, bream, cream, creme, deem, diem, dream, gleam, ream,
scheme, scream, seam, seem, steam, stream, team, teem, theme, agleam,
downstream, esteem, extreme, passim, redeem, regime, supreme, upstream,
seraphim,
107, AE1 P, 28, app, cap, chap, clap, crap, flap, gap, hap, jap, lap, lapp,
map, nap, pap, rap, sap, scrap, slap, snap, strap, tap, trap, wrap, yap, zap,
entrap, recap, unwrap,
108, AE1 T, 28, at, bat, brat, cat, chat, fat, flat, gat, gnat, hat, mat,
matt, matte, pat, rat, sat, scat, slat, spat, splat, stat, tat, that, vat,
begat, combat, landsat, nonfat,
109, OW1 K, 28, bloke, broke, choke, cloak, coke, croak, folk, hoke, joke,
oak, poke, polk, smoke, soak, spoke, stoke, stroke, woke, yoke, yolk, awoke,
baroque, convoke, evoke, invoke, misspoke, provoke, revoke,
110, AA1 K S, 28, blocks, blocs, box, clocks, cocks, docks, docs, flocks, fox,
frocks, jocks, knocks, knox, locks, lox, mocks, ox, pocks, pox, rocks, shocks,
socks, sox, stocks, vox, woks, macaques, outfox,

111, UW1 T S, 28, boots, chutes, coots, flutes, fruits, hoots, lutes, moots,
mutes, newts, roots, routes, scoots, shoots, shutes, suits, toots, cahoots,
commutes, computes, dilutes, disputes, grassroots, pollutes, pursuits,
recruits, refutes, salutes,
112, EH1 N T S, 28, cents, dents, gents, rents, scents, tents, vents,
consents, contents, descents, dissents, events, ferments, intents, invents,
laments, percents, presents, prevents, repents, resents, segments,
circumvents, discontents, malcontents, represents, supplements, misrepresents,
113, IH1 P T, 28, chipped, clipped, crypt, dipped, dripped, flipped, gripped,
gypped, lipped, nipped, quipped, ripped, script, shipped, sipped, skipped,
slipped, stripped, tipped, tripped, whipped, zipped, conscript, encrypt,
equipped, outstripped, unzipped, nondescript,
114, AW1 T, 27, bout, clout, doubt, drought, flout, gout, grout, kraut, lout,
out, pout, rout, route, scout, shout, snout, spout, sprout, stout, tout,
trout, about, devout, redoubt, reroute, throughout, without,
115, EY1 M, 27, aim, blame, came, claim, dame, fame, flame, frame, game, lame,
maim, name, same, shame, tame, acclaim, aflame, became, declaim, defame,
disclaim, exclaim, inflame, proclaim, reclaim, rename, overcame,
116, ER1 S, 27, burse, curse, hearse, nurse, purse, terse, vers, verse, worse,
adverse, averse, coerce, converse, disburse, disperse, diverse, immerse,
inverse, obverse, perverse, rehearse, reverse, submerse, transverse, traverse,
intersperse, reimburse,
117, AY1 S, 27, dice, gneiss, ice, lice, mice, nice, price, rice, slice,
spice, splice, thrice, trice, twice, vice, vise, zeiss, advice, concise,
device, devise, entice, excise, precise, reprice, suffice, overprice,
118, AE1 S, 27, ass, bass, bras, brass, class, crass, gas, glass, gras, grass,
lass, mass, masse, pass, sass, tass, alas, amass, crevasse, forecasts, harass,
impasse, lambastes, morass, outlasts, repass, surpass,
119, AO1 L Z, 27, alls, balls, bawls, brawls, calls, crawls, drawls, falls,
galls, gauls, halls, hauls, malls, sauls, schmalz, shawls, smalls, sprawls,
squalls, stalls, walls, appalls, baseballs, befalls, forestalls, installs,
recalls,
120, AH1 M, 27, bum, chum, come, crumb, cum, drum, dumb, from, glum, gum, hum,
mum, mumm, numb, plum, plumb, rum, scum, slum, some, strum, sum, swum, thumb,
alum, become, succumb,
121, IY1 K S, 27, cheeks, creeks, freaks, geeks, greeks, leaks, leeks, peaks,
peeks, reeks, seeks, sheiks, shrieks, sikhs, sneaks, speaks, squeaks, streaks,
tweaks, weeks, wreaks, antiques, batiks, bespeaks, boutiques, critiques,
techniques,
122, AO1, 27, aw, awe, caw, chaw, claw, craw, daw, draw, flaw, gnaw, haugh,
haw, jaw, law, maw, paw, saw, slaw, straw, thaw, waugh, yaw, foresaw, guffaw,
macaw, redraw, withdraw,
123, ER1 Z, 27, blurs, firs, furs, hers, purrs, slurs, spurs, stirs,
chauffeurs, concurs, confers, defers, demurs, deters, incurs, infers,

liqueurs, messieurs, monsieurs, occurs, prefers, refers, transfers,
connoisseurs, saboteurs, entrepreneurs, restaurateurs,
124, AE1 P S, 27, caps, chaps, claps, craps, flaps, gaps, lapps, laps, lapse,
maps, naps, raps, saps, schnapps, scraps, slaps, snaps, straps, taps, traps,
wraps, yaps, zaps, collapse, elapse, perhaps, relapse,
125, AO1 R T S, 26, bortz, courts, fortes, forts, ports, quarts, quartz,
shorts, snorts, sorts, sports, thwarts, torts, warts, aborts, contorts,
distorts, exhorts, extorts, imports, purports, reports, resorts, retorts,
supports, transports,
126, UW1 Z D, 26, bruised, cruised, fused, mused, oozed, used, abused,
accused, amused, bemused, confused, defused, diffused, enthused, excused,
infused, misused, perused, recused, refused, reused, suffused, transfused,
unused, disabused, overused,
127, AO1 R N, 26, born, borne, bourn, bourne, corn, horn, morn, mourn, porn,
scorn, shorn, sworn, thorn, torn, warn, worn, adorn, firstborn, forewarn,
forlorn, forsworn, lowborn, reborn, stillborn, unborn, wellborn,
128, EY1 V, 26, brave, cave, crave, dave, gave, grave, knave, lave, nave,
pave, rave, save, shave, slave, stave, waive, wave, behave, concave, deprave,
engrave, enslave, forgave, shortwave, aftershave, misbehave,
129, AE1 NG K, 26, bank, blanc, blank, clank, crank, dank, drank, flank,
franc, frank, hank, lank, plank, prank, rank, sank, shank, shrank, spank,
stank, swank, tank, thank, yank, antitank, interbank,
130, IY1 S, 26, cease, crease, fleece, gees, geese, grease, greece, lease,
nice, niece, peace, pease, piece, yeas, apiece, caprice, cerise, decease,
decrease, increase, obese, police, release, surcease, tunis, vietnamese,
131, EY1 L D, 26, bailed, failed, hailed, jailed, mailed, nailed, paled,
railed, sailed, scaled, tailed, trailed, veiled, wailed, assailed, availed,
curtailed, derailed, detailed, entailed, exhaled, impaled, inhaled, prevailed,
regaled, unveiled,
132, AA1 R D, 26, bard, barred, card, chard, charred, garde, guard, hard,
jarred, lard, marred, nard, scarred, shard, sparred, starred, tarred, yard,
bernard, bombard, canard, disbarred, discard, regard, retard, disregard,
133, EH1 L D, 26, celled, dwelled, felled, held, jelled, meld, quelled,
shelled, smelled, spelled, swelled, weld, yelled, beheld, compelled,
dispelled, excelled, expelled, impelled, marvelled, misspelled, propelled,
rebelled, repelled, upheld, withheld,
134, OW1 N Z, 26, bones, clones, cones, drones, groans, hones, jones, knowns,
loans, moans, owns, phones, scones, sones, stones, tones, zones, bemoans,
condones, cyclones, hipbones, intones, leones, postpones, trombones, unknowns,
135, OW1 Z D, 26, closed, dozed, hosed, nosed, posed, composed, deposed,
disclosed, disposed, enclosed, exposed, foreclosed, imposed, opposed,
proposed, supposed, transposed, decomposed, juxtaposed, predisposed,
reimposed, undisclosed, unopposed, misdiagnosed, overexposed, superimposed,

136, UW1 P, 26, coop, coupe, croup, droop, drupe, dupe, goop, group, hoop,
loop, loup, loupe, poop, scoop, sloop, snoop, soup, stoop, stoup, swoop,
troop, troupe, whoop, recoup, regroup, intergroup,
137, EH1 S T S, 25, breasts, chests, crests, guests, jests, nests, pests,
quests, rests, tests, vests, arrests, attests, bequests, contests, digests,
divests, infests, invests, molests, protests, requests, retests, suggests,
reinvests,
138, IH1 L Z, 25, bills, chills, dills, drills, fills, frills, gills, grills,
hills, ills, kills, mills, mils, nils, pills, sills, skills, spills, stills,
thrills, wills, distills, fulfills, instills, refills,
139, AE1 SH, 24, ash, bash, brash, cache, cash, clash, crash, dash, flash,
gash, gnash, hash, lash, mash, rash, sash, slash, smash, splash, stash,
thrash, trash, abash, rehash,
140, AE1 P T, 24, apt, capped, clapped, flapped, kept, lapped, mapped, napped,
rapped, rapt, sapped, scrapped, slapped, snapped, strapped, tapped, trapped,
wrapped, zapped, adapt, entrapped, recapped, untapped, unwrapped,
141, AH1 K, 24, buck, chuck, cluck, duck, fuck, guck, huck, luck, muck, pluck,
puck, ruck, schmuck, shuck, snuck, struck, stuck, suck, truck, tuck, yuk,
amok, amuck, unstuck,
142, AA1 P, 24, bop, chop, cop, crop, drop, flop, glop, hop, lop, mop, opp,
plop, pop, prop, shop, shoppe, slop, sop, stop, swap, top, wop, atop, nonstop,
143, EH1 K, 24, beck, check, cheque, czech, dec, deck, fleck, heck, lech, lek,
mech, neck, peck, rec, sec, spec, speck, tech, trek, wreck, bedeck, exec,
quebec, recheck,
144, UH1 K, 24, book, brook, cook, crook, gook, hook, look, nook, rook,
schnook, shook, took, betook, chinook, forsook, mistook, precook, retook,
unhook, overcook, overtook, undercook, undertook, gobbledygook,
145, EH1 N S, 24, cents, dense, fence, hence, pence, pense, sense, spence,
tense, thence, whence, commence, condense, defence, defense, dispense,
expense, immense, incense, intense, offense, pretense, suspense,
misrepresents,
146, EY1 M D, 23, aimed, blamed, claimed, famed, flamed, framed, maimed,
named, shamed, tamed, acclaimed, ashamed, declaimed, defamed, disclaimed,
exclaimed, inflamed, proclaimed, reclaimed, renamed, unclaimed, unnamed,
unashamed,
147, EY1 K S, 23, aches, bakes, brakes, breaks, cakes, drakes, fakes, flakes,
hakes, jakes, lakes, makes, quakes, rakes, sakes, shakes, snakes, stakes,
steaks, takes, wakes, mistakes, remakes,
148, IY1 V Z, 23, cleaves, eaves, eves, greaves, grieves, heaves, leaves,
peeves, reaves, reeves, sheaves, sleeves, thieves, weaves, achieves, believes,
perceives, receives, relieves, retrieves, interleaves, misconceives,
recitatives,

149, AE1 D, 23, ad, add, bad, brad, cad, chad, clad, dad, fad, gad, glad,
grad, had, lad, mad, pad, plaid, rad, sad, scad, shad, tad, forbad,
150, IH1 K T, 23, clicked, kicked, licht, licked, nicked, picked, pricked,
slicked, strict, ticked, tricked, addict, afflict, conflict, constrict,
convict, depict, evict, handpicked, inflict, predict, restrict, contradict,
151, AY1 R, 23, dire, fire, hire, ire, lyre, mire, quire, shire, skier, spire,
squire, wire, admire, afire, aspire, expire, inquire, inspire, perspire,
rehire, require, retire, reacquire,
152, ER1 T S, 23, blurts, flirts, hertz, hurts, shirts, skirts, spurts,
squirts, worts, alerts, asserts, averts, concerts, converts, deserts,
desserts, diverts, exerts, inserts, perverts, reverts, subverts, reasserts,
153, AW1 Z, 23, boughs, bows, brows, browse, chows, cows, dhows, howes, mows,
ploughs, plows, prows, rouse, taos, thous, vows, wows, allows, arouse,
carouse, delouse, endows, espouse,
154, AA1 M, 23, balm, bomb, calm, com, dom, guam, mom, nom, palm, prom, psalm,
quam, rom, tom, aplomb, assam, becalm, embalm, islam, pogrom, salaam, surinam,
vietnam,
155, IY1 L Z, 23, deals, eels, feels, heals, heels, keels, meals, peels,
reels, seals, squeals, steals, steels, veals, wheels, appeals, conceals,
ideals, ordeals, repeals, reseals, reveals, automobiles,
156, IH1 L D, 23, billed, build, chilled, drilled, filled, gild, grilled,
guild, killed, milled, skilled, spilled, stilled, thrilled, willed, distilled,
fulfilled, instilled, rebuild, refilled, unfilled, unskilled, unfulfilled,
157, UW1 L, 23, boule, cool, cruel, drool, dual, fool, fuel, ghoul, jewel,
joule, mule, pool, rule, school, spool, stool, tool, yule, misrule, preschool,
retool, uncool, istanbul,
158, AH1 T, 22, but, butt, cut, glut, gut, haute, hut, jut, mutt, nut, putt,
rut, shut, slut, smut, strut, tut, what, abut, rebut, somewhat, uncut,
159, AA1 T S, 22, blots, clots, cots, dots, hots, knots, lots, mots, nots,
plots, pots, rots, scots, shots, slots, spots, squats, tots, trots, watts,
yachts, allots,
160, IH1 NG K, 22, blink, brink, chink, cinque, clink, drink, fink, inc, ink,
link, mink, pink, plink, rink, shrink, sink, stink, sync, think, wink, zinc,
rethink,
161, IH1 M, 22, brim, dim, grim, grimm, gym, him, hymn, jim, lim, limb, prim,
rim, shim, skim, slim, swim, tim, trim, vim, whim, prelim, kibbutzim,
162, IH1 NG, 22, bring, cling, ding, fling, king, ling, ming, ping, ring,
sing, sling, spring, sting, string, swing, thing, ting, wing, wring, zing,
peking, upswing,
163, ER1 S T, 22, burst, cursed, durst, first, nursed, pursed, thirst, versed,
worst, wurst, coerced, conversed, disbursed, dispersed, headfirst, immersed,
rehearsed, reversed, submersed, traversed, interspersed, reimbursed,

164, OY1, 21, boy, cloy, coy, goy, hoi, joy, ploy, soy, toy, troy, ahoy,
annoy, decoy, deploy, destroy, employ, enjoy, polloi, savoy, illinois,
redeploy,
165, AW1 D, 21, bowed, cloud, cowed, crowd, loud, ploughed, plowed, proud,
shroud, sowed, vowed, wowed, allowed, aloud, avowed, endowed, enshroud,
unbowed, disallowed, disavowed, overcrowd,
166, AH1 NG, 21, bung, clung, dung, flung, gung, hung, kung, lung, rung,
slung, sprung, strung, stung, sung, swung, tongue, wrung, young, among,
unsung, overhung,
167, AO1 Z, 21, cause, claus, clause, claws, draws, flaws, gauze, gnaws, haws,
jaws, laws, pause, paws, saws, straws, thaws, applause, because, guffaws,
macaws, withdraws,
168, UW1 M Z, 21, blooms, booms, brooms, coombes, coombs, dooms, flumes,
fumes, grooms, looms, plumes, rooms, tombs, zooms, assumes, consumes,
costumes, exhumes, perfumes, presumes, resumes,
169, AO1 T, 21, aught, bought, brought, caught, fought, fraught, lot, naught,
ought, snot, sot, sought, taught, taut, thought, wrought, begot, distraught,
rethought, overbought, overwrought,
170, OW1 T S, 21, bloats, boats, coats, cotes, floats, gloats, goats, moats,
motes, notes, oats, quotes, throats, totes, votes, connotes, denotes, devotes,
misquotes, outvotes, promotes,
171, AH1 F, 21, bluff, buff, cuff, duff, fluff, gruff, guff, huff, luff, muff,
puff, rough, ruff, scuff, slough, snuff, stuff, tough, tuff, enough, rebuff,
172, AO1 N, 21, brawn, dawn, drawn, fawn, gone, lawn, on, pawn, prawn, shawn,
spawn, swan, von, yawn, foregone, predawn, redrawn, thereon, withdrawn,
overdrawn, undergone,
173, AA1 D, 21, cod, god, nod, odd, plod, pod, prod, quad, rod, scrod, shod,
sod, squad, trod, wad, facade, jihad, petard, roughshod, escalade, esplanade,
174, AH1 K T, 20, bucked, chucked, ducked, duct, fucked, lucked, plucked,
shucked, sucked, trucked, tucked, abduct, conduct, construct, deduct,
destruct, induct, instruct, obstruct, reconstruct,
175, AO1 D, 20, aud, awed, baud, bawd, broad, clawed, flawed, fraud, gnawed,
jawed, laud, laude, mod, pawed, sawed, thawed, abroad, applaud, defraud,
maraud,
176, ER1 N, 20, burn, churn, durn, earn, erne, fern, kern, learn, spurn,
stern, turn, urn, yearn, adjourn, concern, discern, return, sauterne, upturn,
unconcern,
177, IY1 L D, 20, field, healed, heeled, peeled, reeled, sealed, shield,
steeled, wheeled, wield, yield, afield, appealed, concealed, congealed,
repealed, resealed, revealed, unsealed, unconcealed,

178, EY1 JH, 20, age, cage, gage, gauge, page, phage, rage, sage, stage, wage,
assuage, backstage, engage, enrage, offstage, onstage, osage, restage,
upstage, disengage,
179, IH1 D, 20, bid, did, grid, hid, id, kid, lid, mid, quid, rid, skid, slid,
squid, amid, forbid, hasid, madrid, rebid, redid, undid,
180, AA1 R K, 20, arc, ark, bark, clark, clarke, dark, hark, lark, marc, mark,
marque, narc, park, quark, shark, spark, stark, embark, remark, disembark,
181, IY1 P, 20, beep, bleep, cheap, creep, deep, heap, jeep, keep, leap, peep,
reap, seep, sheep, sleep, steep, sweep, veep, weep, asleep, oversleep,
182, AE1 T S, 20, bats, batts, brats, cats, chats, fats, flats, gnats, hats,
mats, mattes, matts, pats, prats, rats, slats, spats, stats, vats, combats,
183, IY1 S T, 20, beast, ceased, east, feast, fleeced, greased, leased, least,
pieced, priest, yeast, deceased, decreased, increased, northeast, policed,
released, southeast, toniest, trendiest,
184, IH1 NG K S, 20, blinks, brinks, chinks, drinks, finks, inks, jinx, kinks,
links, lynx, minks, pinks, rinks, shrinks, sinks, skinks, sphinx, stinks,
thinks, winks,
185, AH1 G, 20, bug, chug, drug, dug, hug, jug, lug, mug, plug, pug, rug,
shrug, slug, smug, snug, thug, tug, ugh, debug, unplug,
186, AH1 NG K, 20, bunk, chunk, clunk, drunk, dunk, flunk, funk, hunk, junk,
monk, plunk, punk, shrunk, skunk, spunk, stunk, sunk, trunk, debunk, spelunk,
187, AE1 SH T, 19, bashed, cached, cashed, clashed, crashed, dashed, flashed,
gashed, hashed, lashed, mashed, slashed, smashed, splashed, stashed, thrashed,
trashed, abashed, unabashed,
188, IY1 V D, 19, grieved, heaved, peeved, sleeved, weaved, achieved,
aggrieved, believed, bereaved, conceived, deceived, perceived, received,
relieved, retrieved, interleaved, misconceived, preconceived, unrelieved,
189, AE1 N S, 19, chance, dance, france, glance, hance, lance, nance, prance,
stance, trance, advance, askance, enhance, expanse, finance, perchance,
romance, refinance, underfinance,
190, AY1 L Z, 19, aisles, biles, chiles, dials, files, guiles, isles, miles,
piles, rials, riles, smiles, stiles, styles, tiles, trials, whiles, wiles,
compiles,
191, AO1 NG, 19, dong, gong, kong, long, pong, prong, song, strong, thong,
throng, tong, wrong, along, belong, lifelong, prolong, sarong, yearlong,
vietcong,
192, AE1 N T, 19, ant, aunt, cant, chant, grant, pant, plant, quant, rant,
scant, slant, decant, enchant, implant, levant, recant, replant, supplant,
transplant,
193, AA1 R T, 19, art, cart, carte, chart, dart, fart, hart, heart, mart,
part, parte, smart, start, tart, apart, depart, descartes, impart, restart,

194, AE1 G, 19, bag, brag, drag, fag, flag, gag, hag, lag, mag, nag, rag, sag,
shag, slag, snag, stag, tag, wag, zag,
195, IY1 M Z, 19, beams, creams, deems, dreams, gleams, reams, schemes,
screams, seams, seems, steams, streams, teams, teems, themes, extremes,
racemes, redeems, regimes,
196, IH1 CH, 19, bitch, ditch, glitch, hitch, itch, kitsch, niche, pitch,
rich, riche, snitch, stitch, switch, twitch, which, witch, bewitch, enrich,
unhitch,
197, OW1 K S, 19, blokes, chokes, coax, cokes, folks, hoax, jokes, oaks,
pokes, smokes, soaks, spokes, stokes, strokes, yokes, yolks, evokes, invokes,
provokes,
198, AH1 K S, 19, bucks, clucks, crux, ducks, flux, fucks, hucks, lox, lucks,
lux, plucks, rucks, shucks, sucks, trucks, tucks, tux, yuks, deluxe,
199, AE1 K T S, 18, acts, facts, pacts, tracts, attracts, compacts, contracts,
detracts, distracts, enacts, exacts, extracts, impacts, reacts, retracts,
interacts, reenacts, overreacts,
200, ER1 N Z, 18, burns, churns, earns, ferns, kerns, learns, querns, spurns,
sterns, tern, terns, turns, yearns, adjourns, concerns, discerns, returns,
sauternes,
201, AY1 Z D, 18, prized, sized, wised, advised, apprised, baptized,
chastised, comprised, despised, devised, disguised, incised, revised,
surmised, surprised, advertised, undisguised, unrevised,
202, AY1 V, 18, dive, drive, five, hive, jive, live, shive, strive, thrive,
vive, alive, arrive, connive, contrive, deprive, derive, revive, survive,
203, UH1 R D, 18, cured, lured, moored, toured, allured, assured, endured,
ensured, insured, inured, matured, obscured, procured, secured, reassured,
reinsured, uninsured, unsecured,
204, AE1 N D Z, 18, ands, bands, brands, glands, grands, hands, lands, rands,
sands, stands, strands, commands, demands, expands, withstands, meadowlands,
understands, misunderstands,
205, IY1 F, 18, beef, brief, chief, fief, grief, leaf, lief, reef, sheaf,
thief, belief, debrief, massif, motif, relief, sharif, disbelief, aperitif,
206, AO1 L D, 18, auld, bald, balled, bawled, called, crawled, drawled,
hauled, mauled, scald, scrawled, sprawled, stalled, walled, appalled,
enthralled, installed, recalled,
207, AE1 G Z, 18, bags, brags, drags, fags, flags, gags, jags, lags, mags,
nags, rags, sags, scags, shags, snags, tags, wags, zags,
208, AE1 NG, 18, bang, chang, clang, dang, fang, gang, hang, pang, rang, sang,
slang, sprang, tang, wang, whang, yang, harangue, pyongyang,

209, AE1 N Z, 18, bans, cans, clans, fans, franz, hands, klans, mans, pans,
plans, sans, scans, spans, tans, vans, japans, pecans, sedans,
210, IH1 N Z, 18, bins, finns, fins, grins, inns, ins, lins, pins, sins,
skins, spins, thins, tins, twins, wins, begins, chemins, violins,
211, OW1 N D, 18, boned, cloned, droned, groaned, honed, loaned, moaned,
owned, phoned, stoned, toned, zoned, bemoaned, condoned, dethroned, disowned,
intoned, postponed,
212, ER1 K, 18, burke, cirque, clerk, dirk, irk, jerk, kirk, lurk, murk, perk,
quirk, shirk, smirk, turk, work, berserk, rework, overwork,
213, IY1 R, 18, bier, ear, hear, here, seer, tier, we're, weir, endear,
mishear, rehear, sightseer, buccaneer, disappear, financier, musketeer,
overhear, puppeteer,
214, AH1 M P, 18, bump, chump, clump, crump, dump, frump, grump, hump, jump,
lump, plump, pump, rump, slump, stump, sump, thump, trump,
215, EY1 M Z, 17, aims, blames, claims, dames, flames, frames, games, james,
maims, names, shames, tames, acclaims, disclaims, exclaims, inflames,
proclaims,
216, AO1 R D Z, 17, boards, chords, cords, fjords, fords, gourds, hoards,
hordes, lords, swords, wards, accords, affords, awards, records, rewards,
towards,
217, AA1 P T, 17, chopped, copped, cropped, dropped, flopped, hopped, lopped,
mopped, opt, plopped, popped, propped, shopped, stopped, swapped, topped,
adopt,
218, AY1 K, 17, bike, dike, dyke, hike, like, mike, pike, psych, reich, spike,
strike, tike, tyke, alike, dislike, unlike, vandyke,
219, UW1 D Z, 17, crudes, dudes, feuds, foods, moods, nudes, alludes,
concludes, deludes, eludes, excludes, extrudes, exudes, includes, intrudes,
obtrudes, precludes,
220, EY1 Z D, 17, blazed, braised, crazed, dazed, fazed, gazed, glazed,
grazed, phased, phrased, praised, raised, razed, amazed, appraised, unfazed,
reappraised,
221, AA1 R Z, 17, ares, bars, cars, czars, gars, jars, mars, ours, pars,
scars, stars, bazaars, cigars, dinars, guitars, sitars, minicars,
222, EH1 D Z, 17, beds, breads, dreads, feds, heads, reds, sheds, shreds,
sleds, spreads, threads, treads, imbeds, purebreds, redheads, retreads,
thoroughbreds,
223, IH1 G, 17, big, brig, dig, fig, gig, jig, mig, pig, prig, rig, swig,
trig, twig, whig, wig, zig, renege,
224, AA1 B, 17, blob, bob, cob, glob, gob, hob, job, knob, lob, mob, rob,
slob, snob, sob, swab, throb, kebab,

225, AA1 K T, 17, blocked, clocked, cocked, docked, flocked, knocked, locked,
mocked, pocked, rocked, shocked, socked, stocked, concoct, restocked,
unlocked, overstocked,
226, OW1 D Z, 17, bodes, codes, loads, lodes, modes, nodes, odes, rhodes,
roads, toads, corrodes, decodes, erodes, explodes, implodes, reloads, unloads,
227, AO1 R S, 17, bourse, coarse, corse, course, force, fourths, hoarse,
horse, morse, norse, source, divorce, endorse, enforce, perforce, remorse,
reinforce,
228, AA1 P S, 17, chops, cops, crops, drops, flops, hops, mops, ops, pops,
props, shoppes, shops, sops, stops, swaps, tops, wops,
229, AE1 M Z, 17, clams, crams, damns, dams, drams, grams, hams, jams, lambs,
rams, scams, scrams, slams, trams, yams, exams, mesdames,
230, UW1 P S, 17, coupes, drupes, dupes, groups, hoops, loops, oops, poops,
scoops, snoops, soups, stoops, swoops, troops, troupes, whoops, recoups,
231, AE1 B, 16, ab, cab, crab, dab, drab, flab, gab, grab, jab, lab, nab,
scab, slab, stab, tab, prefab,
232, AW1 N D Z, 16, bounds, grounds, hounds, lbs, mounds, pounds, rounds,
sounds, zounds, abounds, astounds, compounds, confounds, expounds, impounds,
surrounds,
233, AH1 T S, 16, buts, butts, cuts, gluts, guts, huts, juts, klutz, mutts,
nuts, putts, ruts, shuts, sluts, struts, abuts,
234, IH1 S, 16, bliss, dis, hiss, kiss, kris, miss, piss, sis, swiss, this,
abyss, amiss, dismiss, remiss, resists, reminisce,
235, EH1 P T, 16, crept, kept, leaped, leapt, prepped, sept, slept, stepped,
swept, wept, accept, adept, except, inept, intercept, overslept,
236, EY1 V Z, 16, braves, caves, craves, graves, knaves, paves, raves, saves,
shaves, slaves, staves, waives, waves, behaves, aftershaves, misbehaves,
237, AE1 L, 16, al, cal, gal, mal, pal, sal, shall, val, canal, chorale,
corral, locale, morale, pascal, chaparral, rationale,
238, AY1 V Z, 16, chives, dives, drives, fives, hives, knives, lives, rives,
strives, thrives, wives, arrives, deprives, derives, revives, survives,
239, UH1 R Z, 16, boors, cures, lures, moors, tours, yours, assures,
brochures, detours, endures, ensures, insures, matures, obscures, secures,
reassures,
240, AE1 CH, 16, batch, catch, hatch, latch, match, patch, scratch, snatch,
thatch, attach, detach, dispatch, mismatch, rematch, overmatch, reattach,
241, IY1 CH, 16, beach, beech, bleach, breach, breech, each, leach, leech,
peach, preach, reach, screech, speech, teach, beseech, impeach,

242, AH1 M Z, 16, bums, chums, comes, crumbs, drums, gums, hums, mums, plums,
rums, slums, strums, sums, thumbs, becomes, succumbs,
243, IH1 NG Z, 16, brings, clings, dings, flings, kings, lings, pings, rings,
sings, slings, springs, stings, strings, swings, things, wings,
244, OW1 P, 16, cope, dope, grope, hope, lope, mope, nope, pope, rope, scope,
shope, slope, soap, tope, elope, bronchoscope,
245, AH1 B, 16, bub, club, cub, drub, dub, grub, hub, nub, pub, rub, scrub,
shrub, snub, stub, sub, tub,
246, IH1 N T, 16, dint, flint, glint, hint, lint, mint, print, quint, splint,
sprint, squint, stint, tint, imprint, misprint, reprint,
247, AO1 S, 15, boss, cross, dos, doss, dross, gloss, joss, loss, moss, sauce,
toss, across, emboss, lacrosse, recross,
248, ER1 N D, 15, burned, churned, earned, learned, spurned, turned, yearned,
adjourned, concerned, discerned, returned, unburned, unearned, unturned,
unconcerned,
249, IH1 F T, 15, clift, drift, gift, lift, miffed, riffed, rift, shift,
shrift, sift, sniffed, stiffed, swift, thrift, adrift,
250, EY1 P, 15, ape, cape, crepe, drape, gape, grape, rape, scape, scrape,
shape, tape, agape, escape, reshape, videotape,
251, AE1 M P, 15, amp, camp, champ, clamp, cramp, damp, lamp, ramp, stamp,
tamp, tramp, vamp, decamp, encamp, revamp,
252, OY1 D, 15, freud, toyed, void, annoyed, avoid, deployed, destroyed,
devoid, employed, enjoyed, steroid, overjoyed, redeployed, unemployed,
underemployed,
253, EY1 N JH, 15, change, grange, mange, range, strange, arrange, derange,
downrange, estrange, exchange, phalange, shortchange, interchange, prearrange,
rearrange,
254, AY1 B, 15, bribe, gibe, jibe, scribe, tribe, ascribe, describe, imbibe,
inscribe, prescribe, proscribe, subscribe, transcribe, circumscribe,
oversubscribe,
255, IH1 S T S, 15, cysts, fists, lists, mists, schists, twists, wrists,
assists, consists, enlists, exists, insists, persists, resists, preexists,
256, UW1 M D, 15, bloomed, boomed, doomed, fumed, groomed, loomed, zoomed,
assumed, consumed, entombed, exhumed, perfumed, presumed, resumed, reassumed,
257, AE1 CH T, 15, hatched, latched, matched, patched, scratched, snatched,
thatched, attached, detached, dispatched, mismatched, unmatched, overmatched,
reattached, unattached,
258, AE1 NG K S, 15, banks, blanks, cranks, flanks, francs, franks, hanks,
manx, planks, pranks, ranks, shanks, tanks, thanks, yanks,

259, IY1 M D, 15, beamed, creamed, deemed, dreamed, gleamed, schemed,
screamed, seemed, steamed, streamed, teamed, esteemed, redeemed, undreamed,
unredeemed,
260, EY1 V D, 15, braved, caved, craved, paved, raved, saved, shaved, staved,
waived, waved, behaved, depraved, engraved, enslaved, misbehaved,
261, IY1 R Z, 15, biers, ears, freres, hears, jeers, seers, seres, shears,
tiers, sightseers, buccaneers, disappears, musketeers, overhears, puppeteers,
262, AW1 S, 15, blouse, bouse, douse, dowse, gauss, grouse, house, laos,
louse, mouse, rouse, spouse, strauss, youse, espouse,
263, AW1 T S, 15, bouts, doubts, droughts, flouts, louts, outs, pouts, routes,
scouts, shouts, snouts, spouts, sprouts, touts, thereabouts,
264, IH1 L T, 15, built, gilt, guilt, hilt, jilt, kilt, lilt, milt, quilt,
silt, spilt, stilt, tilt, wilt, rebuilt,
265, AH1 N Z, 15, buns, duns, guns, nuns, ones, puns, runs, shuns, sons,
stuns, suns, tonnes, tons, outruns, reruns,
266, IY1 K T, 15, cheeked, creaked, eked, freaked, leaked, peaked, peeked,
piqued, shrieked, sneaked, squeaked, streaked, tweaked, wreaked, critiqued,
267, AY1 M, 15, chime, climb, crime, dime, grime, i'm, lime, mime, prime,
rhyme, slime, thyme, time, onetime, sublime,
268, OW1 K T, 15, choked, cloaked, joked, poked, smoked, soaked, stoked,
stroked, yoked, convoked, evoked, invoked, provoked, revoked, unprovoked,
269, OW1 M, 15, chrome, comb, combe, dome, foam, gloam, gnome, home, loam,
nome, ohm, roam, rome, tome, shalom,
270, AO1 R M, 15, corm, dorm, form, norm, storm, swarm, warm, conform, deform,
inform, lukewarm, perform, reform, transform, misinform,
271, ER1 JH, 15, dirge, merge, purge, scourge, serge, splurge, spurge, surge,
urge, verge, converge, diverge, emerge, submerge, reemerge,
272, AA1 N D, 14, blond, blonde, bond, conned, donned, fond, frond, monde,
pond, wand, abscond, beyond, respond, correspond,
273, EY1 JH D, 14, aged, caged, gauged, paged, raged, staged, waged, assuaged,
engaged, enraged, rampaged, restaged, upstaged, disengaged,
274, AA1 G, 14, bog, clog, flog, fog, frog, grog, hog, jog, prague, slog,
smog, agog, pirog, prolog,
275, AW1 N, 14, brown, clown, crown, down, drown, frown, gown, noun, town,
around, downtown, facedown, renown, uptown,
276, AA1 R T S, 14, arts, carts, charts, darts, harts, hearts, marts, parts,
smarts, starts, tarts, departs, imparts, upstarts,

277, AY1 L D, 14, child, filed, mild, piled, riled, smiled, styled, tiled,
wild, beguiled, compiled, refiled, restyled, reviled,
278, AA1 B Z, 14, blobs, cobs, globs, gobs, hobs, jobs, knobs, lobs, mobs,
robs, slobs, snobs, sobs, swabs,
279, AW1 N Z, 14, browns, clowns, crowns, downs, drowns, frowns, gowns,
grounds, nouns, pounds, rounds, sounds, towns, downtowns,
280, AH1 NG K S, 14, bunks, chunks, clunks, drunks, dunks, flunks, funks,
hunks, monks, punks, skunks, trunks, debunks, spelunks,
281, AH1 S, 14, bus, buss, cuss, fuss, jus, plus, pus, puss, russe, thus,
truss, us, discuss, mistrusts,
282, IY1 N D, 14, cleaned, fiend, gleaned, greened, leaned, preened, screened,
weaned, careened, convened, demeaned, machined, intervened, reconvened,
283, AO1 R M D, 14, formed, stormed, swarmed, warmed, conformed, deformed,
informed, malformed, performed, reformed, transformed, unformed, misinformed,
uninformed,
284, UW1 P T, 14, cooped, drooped, duped, grouped, looped, pooped, scooped,
souped, stooped, swooped, trooped, whooped, recouped, regrouped,
285, AE1 B Z, 13, abs, cabs, crabs, drabs, grabs, jabs, labs, nabs, scabs,
slabs, stabs, tabs, prefabs,
286, AH1 JH, 13, budge, drudge, fudge, grudge, judge, nudge, sludge, smudge,
trudge, adjudge, begrudge, misjudge, prejudge,
287, ER1 M, 13, berm, firm, germ, sperm, squirm, term, therm, worm, affirm,
confirm, infirm, reaffirm, reconfirm,
288, AE1 F T, 13, aft, craft, daft, draft, draught, graft, haft, kraft,
laughed, raft, shaft, staffed, redraft,
289, AA1 M Z, 13, alms, balms, bombs, brahms, calms, moms, palms, proms,
psalms, qualms, roms, toms, pogroms,
290, AA1 R K S, 13, arcs, barks, harks, larks, marks, marques, marx, parks,
quarks, sharks, sparks, embarks, remarks,
291, AY1 B Z, 13, bribes, gibes, jibes, scribes, tribes, vibes, ascribes,
describes, inscribes, prescribes, proscribes, subscribes, transcribes,
292, AE1 G D, 13, bagged, bragged, dragged, flagged, gagged, jagged, lagged,
nagged, sagged, snagged, tagged, wagged, zagged,
293, AA1 L, 13, caul, coll, doll, fall, loll, moll, pall, qual, sol, banal,
cabal, natal, reinstall,
294, EH1 N Z, 13, bens, cleanse, dens, gens, glens, hens, lens, mens, pens,
spends, tens, trends, cheyennes,

295, OY1 L, 13, boil, broil, coil, foil, hoyle, oil, roil, soil, spoil, toil,
embroil, recoil, uncoil,
296, OY1 L D, 13, boiled, broiled, coiled, foiled, oiled, roiled, soiled,
spoiled, toiled, embroiled, recoiled, uncoiled, unspoiled,
297, UW1 S T, 13, boost, loosed, roost, spruced, deduced, induced, produced,
reduced, seduced, introduced, reproduced, overproduced, reintroduced,
298, AY1 S T, 13, christ, diced, feist, heist, iced, priced, sliced, spiced,
spliced, tryst, enticed, repriced, sufficed,
299, AH1 B Z, 13, clubs, cubs, dubs, flubs, grubs, hubs, pubs, rubs, shrubs,
snubs, stubs, subs, tubs,
300, AO1 R M Z, 13, dorms, forms, norms, storms, swarms, warms, conforms,
informs, performs, reforms, transforms, misinforms, outperforms,
301, ER1 V, 13, curve, mirv, nerve, oeuvre, serve, swerve, verve, conserve,
deserve, observe, preserve, reserve, unnerve,
302, OW1 V, 13, cove, dove, drove, grove, hove, rove, soave, stove, strove,
throve, tov, trove, wove,
303, OW1 S, 12, bowse, close, dos, dose, gross, grosz, most, engross, morose,
adios, diagnose, grandiose,
304, AY1 R Z, 12, choirs, fires, hires, mires, shires, sires, spires, wires,
admires, inspires, requires, retires,
305, AH1 N T, 12, blunt, brunt, bunt, cunt, front, grunt, hunt, punt, shunt,
stunt, affront, confront,
306, AA1 Z, 12, ahs, baas, cars, cause, mas, oz, pas, spas, vase, was,
because, vichyssoise,
307, EH1 M, 12, chem, femme, gem, hem, phlegm, rem, stem, them, am, condemn,
pm, rpm,
308, OY1 Z, 12, boys, joys, noise, ploys, poise, toys, annoys, deploys,
destroys, employs, enjoys, illinois,
309, EY1 P S, 12, apes, capes, crepes, drapes, grapes, rapes, scrapes, shapes,
tapes, traipse, escapes, videotapes,
310, IY1 P S, 12, beeps, creeps, heaps, jeeps, keeps, leaps, peeps, reaps,
seeps, sleeps, sweeps, weeps,
311, AE1 F, 12, calf, chaff, gaff, gaffe, graph, half, laugh, staff, staph,
behalf, carafe, giraffe,
312, EH1 N CH, 12, bench, clench, drench, french, quench, stench, tench,
trench, wench, wrench, entrench, retrench,
313, AH1 F T, 12, bluffed, cuffed, fluffed, huffed, luffed, puffed, roughed,
scuffed, snuffed, stuffed, tuft, rebuffed,

314, AH1 F S, 12, bluffs, buffs, cuffs, fluffs, huffs, muffs, puffs, sloughs,
snuffs, stuffs, toughs, rebuffs,
315, AH1 SH, 12, blush, brush, crush, flush, gush, hush, lush, mush, plush,
rush, slush, thrush,
316, OW1 S T, 12, boast, coast, ghost, grossed, host, most, post, roast,
toast, engrossed, riposte, diagnosed,
317, AH1 G Z, 12, bugs, drugs, hugs, jugs, lugs, mugs, plugs, rugs, shrugs,
slugs, thugs, tugs,
318, AY1 M Z, 12, chimes, climbs, climes, crimes, dimes, grimes, limes,
primes, rhymes, rimes, times, sometimes,
319, ER1 K S, 12, clerks, dirks, irks, jerks, kirks, lurks, perks, quirks,
smirks, turks, works, overworks,
320, EH1 L F, 12, elf, self, shelf, herself, himself, hisself, itself, myself,
oneself, thyself, yourself, ourself,
321, IH1 N T S, 12, flints, hints, mints, prints, quints, splints, sprints,
stints, tints, imprints, misprints, reprints,
322, EY1 N T, 11, faint, feint, paint, quaint, saint, taint, acquaint,
complaint, constraint, repaint, restraint,
323, AH1 S T S, 11, busts, crusts, dusts, gusts, rusts, thrusts, trusts,
adjusts, disgusts, distrusts, mistrusts,
324, AW1 L, 11, cowl, foul, fowl, growl, howl, jowl, owl, prowl, scowl, towel,
afoul,
325, AA1 N Z, 11, bronze, cons, dons, johns, pons, spawns, swans, batons,
pecans, salons, afrikaans,
326, UW1 V D, 11, moved, proved, approved, disproved, improved, removed,
unmoved, unproved, disapproved, unapproved, unimproved,
327, AY1 B D, 11, bribed, ascribed, described, imbibed, inscribed, prescribed,
proscribed, subscribed, transcribed, circumscribed, oversubscribed,
328, AO1 L T, 11, fault, halt, malt, salt, sault, vault, walt, assault,
basalt, default, exalt,
329, AA1 SH, 11, bosh, gosh, josh, posh, slosh, squash, tosh, wash, awash,
galosh, panache,
330, AO1 K, 11, balk, calk, caulk, chalk, gawk, hawk, squawk, stalk, talk,
walk, crosstalk,
331, AE1 NG K T, 11, banked, blanked, cranked, flanked, franked, ranked,
spanked, tanked, thanked, yanked, outflanked,

332, AA1 R JH, 11, barge, charge, large, marge, sarge, discharge, enlarge,
mischarge, recharge, surcharge, supercharge,
333, AY1 N D Z, 11, binds, blinds, finds, grinds, hinds, kinds, minds, rinds,
winds, behinds, reminds,
334, EH1 L T, 11, belt, celt, dealt, dwelt, felt, knelt, melt, pelt, smelt,
svelte, welt,
335, AY1 K S, 11, bikes, dikes, dykes, hikes, likes, mikes, pikes, spikes,
strikes, tikes, dislikes,
336, IH1 N JH, 11, binge, cringe, fringe, hinge, singe, tinge, twinge,
impinge, infringe, syringe, unhinge,
337, OW1 M Z, 11, combes, combs, domes, foams, gnomes, holmes, homes, ohms,
roams, tomes, biomes,
338, AE1 S T S, 11, blasts, castes, casts, fasts, lasts, masts, pasts,
contrasts, forecasts, lambastes, outlasts,
339, UH1 K S, 11, books, brooks, cooks, crooks, hooks, looks, nooks, rooks,
schnooks, chinooks, overcooks,
340, AH1 M P T, 11, bumped, dumped, humped, jumped, lumped, plumped, pumped,
slumped, stumped, thumped, trumped,
341, AH1 M P S, 11, bumps, clumps, dumps, jumps, lumps, mumps, pumps, slumps,
stumps, thumps, trumps,
342, ER1 L, 11, burl, curl, earl, girl, hurl, pearl, swirl, twirl, whirl,
whorl, unfurl,
343, AE1 M P S, 11, camps, champs, clamps, cramps, damps, lamps, ramps,
stamps, tamps, revamps, unclamps,
344, ER1 V D, 11, curved, served, swerved, conserved, deserved, observed,
preserved, reserved, unnerved, undeserved, unpreserved,
345, ER1 JH D, 11, merged, purged, scourged, splurged, surged, urged,
converged, diverged, emerged, submerged, reemerged,
346, UW1 L Z, 11, cools, fools, ghouls, jewels, joules, mules, pools, rules,
schools, stools, tools,
347, UH1 D, 11, could, good, hood, should, stood, wood, would, you'd,
withstood, understood, misunderstood,
348, AY1 P, 11, gripe, hype, pipe, ripe, snipe, stripe, swipe, tripe, type,
wipe, overripe,
349, AA1 L V D, 10, solved, absolved, devolved, dissolved, evolved, involved,
resolved, revolved, unsolved, unresolved,
350, AO1 S T, 10, cost, crossed, frost, glossed, lost, tossed, accost,
defrost, embossed, exhaust,

351, AE1 D Z, 10, adds, ads, adz, dads, fads, gads, grads, lads, pads, scads,
352, ER1 M Z, 10, berms, firms, germs, sperms, squirms, terms, worms, affirms,
confirms, reaffirms,
353, AA1 R M, 10, arm, charm, farm, harm, alarm, disarm, forearm, rearm,
unarm, underarm,
354, EH1 JH, 10, dredge, edge, fledge, hedge, ledge, pledge, sedge, sledge,
wedge, allege,
355, UW1 R, 10, doer, jour, poor, amour, grandeur, pasteur, rigueur, velour,
voyeur, raconteur,
356, AW1 N S, 10, bounce, flounce, ounce, pounce, trounce, announce, denounce,
pronounce, renounce, mispronounce,
357, IY1 Z D, 10, breezed, eased, pleased, seized, sneezed, squeezed, teased,
appeased, diseased, displeased,
358, UW1 V Z, 10, grooves, hooves, moves, proves, approves, behooves,
disproves, improves, removes, disapproves,
359, EY1 N JH D, 10, changed, ranged, arranged, deranged, estranged,
exchanged, shortchanged, unchanged, prearranged, rearranged,
360, AO1 L T S, 10, faults, halts, malts, salts, vaults, waltz, assaults,
basalts, defaults, exalts,
361, UW1 N D, 10, pruned, swooned, tuned, wound, attuned, ballooned,
festooned, impugned, lampooned, marooned,
362, IY1 F S, 10, beefs, briefs, chiefs, fiefs, leafs, reefs, beliefs,
debriefs, motifs, reliefs,
363, AO1 NG Z, 10, gongs, longs, prongs, songs, throngs, tongs, wrongs,
belongs, prolongs, sarongs,
364, ER1 TH, 10, berth, birth, dearth, earth, firth, girth, mirth, worth,
rebirth, unearth,
365, IH1 M P, 10, blimp, chimp, crimp, imp, limp, pimp, primp, scrimp, shrimp,
skimp,
366, AH1 D, 10, blood, bud, crud, dud, flood, mud, scud, spud, stud, thud,
367, ER1 B, 10, blurb, curb, herb, kerb, serb, verb, disturb, perturb, reverb,
superb,
368, UW1 TH, 10, booth, ruth, sleuth, tooth, truth, youth, duluth, uncouth,
untruth, vermouth,
369, AH1 G D, 10, bugged, chugged, drugged, hugged, mugged, plugged, shrugged,
slugged, tugged, unplugged,

370, IH1 N D, 10, ginned, grinned, pinned, sinned, skinned, thinned, wind,
chagrined, downwind, rescind,
371, IH1 Z, 10, fizz, his, is, ms, quiz, says, tis, whiz, wiz, chandeliers,
372, OW1 L D Z, 10, colds, folds, golds, holds, molds, moulds, olds, scolds,
unfolds, upholds,
373, AA1 N T, 10, font, want, croissant, detente, enfant, savant, vermont,
commandant, debutante, nonchalant,
374, AH1 L, 10, cull, dull, gull, hull, lull, mull, null, scull, skull, trull,
375, IH1 G Z, 10, digs, figs, gigs, jigs, migs, pigs, rigs, twigs, whigs,
wigs,
376, IH1 M Z, 10, dims, gyms, hymns, limbs, nims, rims, slims, swims, trims,
whims,
377, AA1 D Z, 10, gods, nods, odds, pods, prods, quads, rods, squads, wads,
facades,
378, IH1 TH, 10, fifth, myth, pith, scythe, smith, with, withe, writhe,
forthwith, herewith,
379, EH1 P, 10, hep, pep, prep, rep, schlepp, step, steppe, strep, yep,
misstep,
380, AA1 N D Z, 9, blondes, blonds, bonds, fronds, ponds, wands, absconds,
responds, corresponds,
381, IH1 K T S, 9, addicts, afflicts, conflicts, convicts, depicts, inflicts,
predicts, restricts, contradicts,
382, OY1 N, 9, coin, groin, join, loin, adjoin, conjoin, enjoin, purloin,
rejoin,
383, AH1 JH D, 9, budged, fudged, judged, nudged, smudged, trudged, adjudged,
misjudged, prejudged,
384, AH1 N T S, 9, blunts, fronts, grunts, hunts, punts, shunts, stunts,
affronts, confronts,
385, AW1 N S T, 9, bounced, pounced, trounced, announced, denounced,
pronounced, renounced, mispronounced, unannounced,
386, AE1 N T S, 9, ants, aunts, chants, grants, pants, plants, implants,
supplants, transplants,
387, UW1 V, 9, groove, move, prove, approve, behoove, disprove, improve,
remove, disapprove,
388, AY1 V D, 9, dived, lived, thrived, arrived, contrived, deprived, derived,
revived, survived,
389, AO1 N T, 9, aunt, conte, daunt, flaunt, gaunt, haunt, jaunt, taunt, want,

390, AA1 ZH, 9, barrage, collage, corsage, dressage, garage, massage, mirage,
montage, entourage,
391, IY1 CH T, 9, beached, bleached, breached, leached, preached, reached,
screeched, beseeched, impeached,
392, IH1 F, 9, biff, cliff, if, riff, skiff, sniff, stiff, tiff, whiff,
393, AH1 D Z, 9, bloods, buds, duds, floods, muds, scuds, spuds, studs, suds,
394, OY1 L Z, 9, boils, coils, foils, oils, soils, spoils, toils, voiles,
recoils,
395, AE1 M P T, 9, camped, clamped, cramped, damped, stamped, tramped,
decamped, encamped, revamped,
396, EY1 P T, 9, caped, draped, raped, scraped, shaped, taped, escaped,
reshaped, videotaped,
397, AA1 R D Z, 9, cards, guards, hards, shards, yards, discards, regards,
retards, disregards,
398, IH1 N CH, 9, cinch, clinch, finch, flinch, inch, lynch, pinch, synch,
winch,
399, IH1 F S, 9, cliffs, fifths, gifts, ifs, riffs, skiffs, sniffs, stiffs,
thrifts,
400, AO1 R S T, 9, forced, horsed, horst, divorced, endorsed, enforced,
unhorsed, reinforced, unenforced,
401, UW1 K, 9, duke, fluke, juke, kook, luke, nuke, puke, spook, rebuke,
402, AY1 P S, 9, gripes, hypes, pipes, snipes, stipes, stripes, swipes, types,
wipes,
403, AH1 K T S, 8, ducts, abducts, conducts, constructs, deducts, destructs,
instructs, obstructs,
404, AH1 V, 8, dove, glove, gov, love, of, shove, above, thereof,
405, AA1 L V, 8, solve, absolve, devolve, dissolve, evolve, involve, resolve,
revolve,
406, AH1 Z, 8, buzz, does, fuzz, twas, abuzz, because, outdoes, overdoes,
407, AW1 N T, 8, count, mount, account, amount, discount, miscount, recount,
surmount,
408, AO1 R N Z, 8, corns, horns, mourns, scorns, thorns, warns, adorns,
forewarns,
409, AE1 N S T, 8, danced, glanced, advanced, enhanced, entranced, financed,
refinanced, underfinanced,

410, ER1 M D, 8, firmed, termed, affirmed, confirmed, infirmed, reaffirmed,
reconfirmed, unconfirmed,
411, IH1 K S T, 8, fixed, mixed, nixed, affixed, betwixt, transfixed, unmixed,
intermixed,
412, EH1 SH, 8, creche, flesh, fresh, mesh, thresh, afresh, enmesh, refresh,
413, AA1 R M D, 8, armed, charmed, farmed, harmed, alarmed, disarmed, unarmed,
unharmed,
414, UW1 F, 8, goof, hoof, proof, roof, spoof, woof, aloof, rustproof,
415, OY1 N T, 8, joint, point, pointe, anoint, appoint, disjoint, disappoint,
reappoint,
416, OW1 CH, 8, broach, brooch, coach, poach, roach, approach, encroach,
reproach,
417, AW1 Z D, 8, bowsed, browsed, housed, loused, roused, aroused, deloused,
espoused,
418, AE1 S K, 8, ask, bask, basque, cask, flask, mask, task, unmask,
419, AY1 R D, 8, mired, wired, aspired, attired, expired, required, retired,
reacquired,
420, AO1 K S, 8, balks, chalks, hawks, squawks, stalks, talks, walks, flummox,
421, AA1 R JH D, 8, barged, charged, discharged, enlarged, mischarged,
recharged, overcharged, supercharged,
422, IY1 P T, 8, beeped, heaped, leaped, leapt, peeped, reaped, seeped,
steeped,
423, EH1 G, 8, beg, egg, keg, leg, meg, peg, reg, segue,
424, IH1 CH T, 8, ditched, hitched, pitched, stitched, switched, twitched,
bewitched, enriched,
425, IH1 B, 8, bib, crib, glib, jib, lib, nib, rib, sib,
426, IH1 D Z, 8, bids, grids, ids, kids, lids, rids, skids, forbids,
427, AA1 CH, 8, boche, botch, crotch, notch, scotch, swatch, troche, watch,
428, AA1 N S, 8, bons, nonce, ponce, sconce, ensconce, response, nonchalance,
renaissance,
429, OW1 TH, 8, both, goethe, growth, loath, oath, quoth, sloth, troth,
430, AW1 L Z, 8, bowels, fouls, growls, howls, jowls, owls, towels, vowels,
431, AH1 N CH, 8, brunch, bunch, crunch, hunch, lunch, munch, punch, scrunch,

432, AH1 M D, 8, bummed, drummed, gummed, numbed, plumbed, summed, thumbed,
succumbed,
433, AH1 N D, 8, bund, dunned, fund, gunned, shunned, stunned, refund, rotund,
434, AE1 M D, 8, clammed, crammed, dammed, damned, jammed, rammed, slammed,
goddamned,
435, AH1 B D, 8, clubbed, drubbed, dubbed, rubbed, scrubbed, snubbed, stubbed,
subbed,
436, AH1 CH, 8, clutch, crutch, dutch, hutch, much, such, touch, nonesuch,
437, IH1 N S, 8, mince, prince, quince, rinse, since, wince, convince, evince,
438, UW1 L D, 8, cooled, fooled, pooled, ruled, schooled, tooled, retooled,
overruled,
439, OW1 P S, 8, copes, hopes, lopes, ropes, scopes, slopes, soaps, elopes,
440, AO1 R K, 8, cork, fork, pork, stork, torque, wark, york, uncork,
441, AW1 R, 8, dour, dower, flour, hour, lour, our, scour, sour,
442, IH1 F T S, 8, drifts, gifts, lifts, rifts, shifts, sifts, swifts,
thrifts,
443, UW1 K S, 8, dukes, flukes, jukes, kooks, nukes, pukes, spooks, rebukes,
444, EH1 CH, 8, etch, fetch, ketch, kvetch, sketch, stretch, wretch,
outstretch,
445, AY1 P T, 8, griped, hyped, piped, sniped, striped, swiped, typed, wiped,
446, ER1 K T, 8, irked, jerked, lurked, perked, shirked, worked, reworked,
overworked,
447, AA1 L V Z, 7, solves, absolves, dissolves, evolves, involves, resolves,
revolves,
448, EY1 K T, 7, ached, baked, braked, caked, faked, raked, staked,
449, AO1 R N D, 7, horned, mourned, scorned, warned, adorned, forewarned,
unadorned,
450, AH1 L T, 7, cult, adult, consult, exult, insult, occult, result,
451, UH1 T, 7, foot, put, soot, afoot, caput, pussyfoot, underfoot,
452, EH1 N S T, 7, fenced, sensed, against, commenced, condensed, dispensed,
unfenced,
453, EH1 JH D, 7, dredged, edged, fledged, hedged, pledged, wedged, alleged,
454, AO1 F T, 7, coughed, croft, loft, oft, scoffed, soft, aloft,

455, EH1 K S T, 7, flexed, next, sexed, text, vexed, annexed, perplexed,
456, AE1 Z, 7, as, has, jazz, pizazz, pizzazz, whereas, razzmatazz,
457, AE1 S K S, 7, asks, basks, basques, casks, flasks, masks, tasks,
458, AE1 K S T, 7, axed, faxed, taxed, waxed, relaxed, untaxed, overtaxed,
459, AO1 K T, 7, balked, chalked, cocked, hawked, stalked, talked, walked,
460, AE1 NG Z, 7, bangs, fangs, gangs, hangs, pangs, tangs, harangues,
461, AA1 R K T, 7, barked, marked, parked, sparked, embarked, remarked,
unmarked,
462, IY1 TH, 7, heath, sheath, teeth, wreath, beneath, bequeath, underneath,
463, IH1 B Z, 7, bibbs, bibs, cribs, dibs, dribs, nibs, ribs,
464, IH1 S K, 7, bisque, brisk, disc, disk, frisk, risk, whisk,
465, IH1 NG K T, 7, blinked, linked, winked, distinct, extinct, succinct,
indistinct,
466, ER1 B Z, 7, blurbs, curbs, herbs, kerbs, verbs, disturbs, perturbs,
467, AH1 SH T, 7, blushed, brushed, crushed, flushed, gushed, hushed, rushed,
468, OW1 S T S, 7, boasts, coasts, ghosts, hosts, posts, roasts, toasts,
469, AO1 F, 7, boff, cough, doff, off, scoff, toff, trough,
470, AA1 G Z, 7, bogs, clogs, dogs, frogs, hogs, jogs, togs,
471, OW1 L T, 7, bolt, colt, holt, jolt, molt, volt, revolt,
472, UH1 K T, 7, booked, cooked, hooked, looked, precooked, overcooked,
undercooked,
473, AA1 S, 7, boss, bras, crosse, floss, fosse, hahs, os,
474, IH1 M D, 7, brimmed, dimmed, limbed, rimmed, skimmed, slimmed, trimmed,
475, AH1 N CH T, 7, bunched, crunched, hunched, lunched, munched, punched,
scrunched,
476, AA1 M P, 7, chomp, comp, pomp, romp, stomp, swamp, tromp,
477, OY1 N D, 7, coined, groined, joined, conjoined, enjoined, purloined,
rejoined,
478, AW1 CH, 7, couch, crouch, grouch, ouch, pouch, slouch, vouch,
479, AE1 F T S, 7, crafts, drafts, draughts, grafts, hafts, rafts, shafts,
480, AE1 F S, 7, crafts, gaffes, graphs, hafts, laughs, staffs, giraffes,

481, ER1 L D, 7, curled, hurled, swirled, twirled, whirled, world, unfurled,
482, ER1 L Z, 7, curls, earls, girls, pearls, swirls, twirls, whorls,
483, ER1 V Z, 7, curves, nerves, serves, deserves, observes, preserves,
reserves,
484, AO1 N Z, 7, dawns, lawns, pawns, prawns, spawns, swans, yawns,
485, AH1 NG K T, 7, dunked, flunked, junked, plunked, debunked, defunct,
spelunked,
486, EH1 L V Z, 7, delves, elves, selves, shelves, themselves, yourselves,
ourselves,
487, IY1 N TH, 7, eighteenth, fifteenth, fourteenth, nineteenth, sixteenth,
thirteenth, seventeenth,
488, IH1 V, 7, give, live, sieve, forgive, misgive, outlive, relive,
489, IH1 L T S, 7, gilts, hilts, kilts, quilts, stilts, tilts, wilts,
490, AH1 P T, 6, upped, abrupt, corrupt, disrupt, erupt, interrupt,
491, AW1 N T S, 6, counts, mounts, accounts, amounts, discounts, recounts,
492, AH1 L T S, 6, cults, adults, consults, exults, insults, results,
493, AA1 R M Z, 6, arms, charms, farms, harms, alarms, forearms,
494, AA1 L M Z, 6, alms, balms, calms, palms, psalms, qualms,
495, AA1 R CH, 6, arch, larch, march, parch, starch, demarche,
496, AO1 N T S, 6, aunts, flaunts, haunts, jaunts, taunts, wants,
497, AE1 TH, 6, bath, hath, lath, math, path, wrath,
498, EH1 G Z, 6, begs, dregs, eggs, kegs, legs, pegs,
499, AO1 NG D, 6, longed, pronged, thronged, wronged, belonged, prolonged,
500, EH1 F T, 6, cleft, deft, heft, left, theft, bereft,
501, AY1 K T, 6, biked, hiked, liked, psyched, spiked, disliked,
502, ER1 CH, 6, birch, church, lurch, perch, search, research,
503, ER1 D Z, 6, birds, girds, herds, nerds, thirds, words,
504, IH1 M P S, 6, blimps, chimps, crimps, glimpse, limps, pimps,
505, AO1 G, 6, bog, cog, dog, fog, log, epilogue,
506, OW1 L T S, 6, bolts, colts, holts, jolts, volts, revolts,

507, AO1 TH, 6, broth, cloth, doth, froth, moth, troth,
508, AH1 S K, 6, brusque, dusk, husk, musk, rusk, tusk,
509, IH1 N CH T, 6, cinched, clinched, flinched, inched, lynched, pinched,
510, AH1 P, 6, cup, pup, sup, up, yup, closeup,
511, OW1 V Z, 6, cloves, coves, droves, groves, loaves, stoves,
512, EY1 N T S, 6, paints, saints, taints, complaints, constraints,
restraints,
513, OW1 P T, 6, coped, doped, groped, hoped, moped, roped,
514, AE1 B D, 6, crabbed, drabbed, grabbed, jabbed, nabbed, stabbed,
515, IH1 N JH D, 6, cringed, hinged, singed, impinged, infringed, unhinged,
516, AW1 S T, 6, doused, faust, groused, joust, oust, espoused,
517, EH1 CH T, 6, etched, fetched, sketched, stretched, farfetched,
outstretched,
518, AY1 F, 6, fife, knife, life, rife, strife, wife,
519, OY1 S T, 6, foist, hoist, joist, moist, voiced, rejoiced,
520, EY1 S T S, 6, pastes, tastes, waists, wastes, foretastes, lambastes,
521, AO1 R TH, 6, forth, fourth, north, orth, henceforth, thenceforth,
522, OW1 B, 6, globe, job, lobe, probe, robe, strobe,
523, UH1 T S, 6, puts, routes, soots, toots, kibbutz, pussyfoots,
524, IH1 JH, 5, bridge, fridge, midge, ridge, abridge,
525, OY1 N Z, 5, coins, groins, joins, adjoins, rejoins,
526, OW1 CH T, 5, broached, coached, poached, approached, encroached,
527, AA1 R S, 5, arse, farce, marse, parse, sparse,
528, EH1 Z, 5, as, chez, fez, pres, says,
529, AE1 S K T, 5, asked, basked, masked, tasked, unmasked,
530, AE1 S P, 5, asp, clasp, gasp, grasp, rasp,
531, EH1 M P T, 5, tempt, attempt, contempt, exempt, unkempt,
532, AH1 V D, 5, gloved, loved, shoved, beloved, unloved,
533, EH1 L T S, 5, belts, celts, felts, melts, pelts,

534, ER1 TH S, 5, berths, births, earths, worths, rebirths,
535, AO1 N D, 5, dawned, pawned, spawned, yawned, beyond,
536, AE1 N CH, 5, blanch, blanche, branch, ranch, stanch,
537, UW1 B, 5, boob, cube, lube, rube, tube,
538, UW1 TH S, 5, booths, sleuths, truths, youths, untruths,
539, UH1 L, 5, bull, full, pull, schul, wool,
540, EH1 S K, 5, desk, burlesque, grotesque, romanesque, statuesque,
541, AE1 L Z, 5, gals, pals, canals, locales, rationales,
542, AA1 R P, 5, carp, harp, scarp, sharp, tarp,
543, EH1 B Z, 5, debs, ebbs, krebs, webs, celebs,
544, EY1 F, 5, chafe, safe, strafe, waif, unsafe,
545, AY1 M D, 5, chimed, climbed, primed, rhymed, timed,
546, EH1 N CH T, 5, clenched, drenched, wrenched, entrenched, retrenched,
547, EH1 M Z, 5, gems, hems, stems, thames, condemns,
548, IH1 N S T, 5, minced, winced, convinced, evinced, unconvinced,
549, AO1 F S, 5, coughs, doffs, offs, scoffs, troughs,
550, AH1 L D, 5, culled, dulled, hulled, lulled, mulled,
551, ER1 B D, 5, curbed, disturbed, perturbed, undisturbed, unperturbed,
552, IH1 SH, 5, dish, fish, niche, swish, wish,
553, IH1 V Z, 5, gives, lives, sieves, forgives, outlives,
554, UW1 F T, 5, goofed, hoofed, proofed, roofed, spoofed,
555, UW1 F S, 5, goofs, hoofs, proofs, roofs, spoofs,
556, AH1 L Z, 5, gulls, hulls, lulls, mulls, skulls,
557, IY1 SH, 5, leash, quiche, hashish, pastiche, unleash,
558, EH1 P S, 5, reps, steppes, steps, streps, missteps,
559, IH1 NG D, 5, pinged, ringed, stringed, tinged, winged,
560, IH1 JH D, 4, bridged, ridged, abridged, unabridged,
561, OY1 T, 4, adroit, detroit, exploit, maladroit,

562, OY1 N T S, 4, joints, points, appoints, disappoints,
563, AA1 R CH T, 4, arched, marched, parched, starched,
564, UH1 D Z, 4, goods, hoods, woods, backwoods,
565, AA1 L M, 4, balm, calm, palm, psalm,
566, AA1 R N, 4, barn, carne, darn, yarn,
567, IY1 S T S, 4, beasts, feasts, priests, yeasts,
568, AA1 M D, 4, bombed, calmed, becalmed, embalmed,
569, IY1 F T, 4, beefed, briefed, leafed, debriefed,
570, EH1 G D, 4, begged, egged, legged, pegged,
571, EH1 L CH, 4, belch, squelch, welch, welsh,
572, ER1 G, 4, berg, bergh, burg, luxembourg,
573, IY1 JH, 4, liege, seige, siege, besiege,
574, IH1 L K, 4, bilk, ilk, milk, silk,
575, AO1 G D, 4, bogged, clogged, dogged, logged,
576, AO1 G Z, 4, bogs, dogs, fogs, logs,
577, AA1 CH T, 4, botched, notched, scotched, watched,
578, IY1 DH, 4, breathe, seethe, sheathe, teethe,
579, UW1 CH, 4, brooch, hooch, pooch, smooch,
580, AO1 TH S, 4, broths, cloths, froths, moths,
581, AH1 L K, 4, bulk, hulk, skulk, sulk,
582, ER1 P, 4, burp, chirp, slurp, usurp,
583, AH1, 4, ca, huh, the, uh,
584, AA1 R L, 4, carl, gnarl, snarl, ensnarl,
585, EH1 B, 4, deb, ebb, web, celeb,
586, EH1 F, 4, chef, clef, deaf, ref,
587, OY1 S, 4, choice, joyce, voice, rejoice,
588, AE1 S P T, 4, clasped, gasped, grasped, rasped,
589, AH1 P S, 4, cups, pups, ups, closeups,

590, AW1 D Z, 4, clouds, crowds, shrouds, overcrowds,
591, AA1 F, 4, coif, cough, quaff, pilaf,
592, AE1 P S T, 4, lapsed, collapsed, elapsed, relapsed,
593, OW1 M D, 4, combed, domed, homed, roamed,
594, AO1 R P, 4, corp, thorp, thorpe, warp,
595, AH1 P T S, 4, corrupts, disrupts, erupts, interrupts,
596, AO1 S T S, 4, costs, frosts, exhausts, ripostes,
597, AA1 N T S, 4, fonts, wants, croissants, debutantes,
598, IY1 R D, 4, tiered, endeared, disappeared, engineered,
599, IH1 S K S, 4, discs, disks, risks, whisks,
600, AO1 R JH, 4, forge, george, gorge, disgorge,
601, IH1 SH T, 4, dished, fished, swished, wished,
602, UW1 SH, 4, douche, swoosh, touche, whoosh,
603, AH1 V Z, 4, doves, gloves, loves, shoves,
604, AW1 R Z, 4, dowers, hours, ours, sours,
605, EH1 L M, 4, elm, helm, realm, overwhelm,
606, EH1 L M Z, 4, elms, helms, realms, overwhelms,
607, EH1 SH T, 4, fleshed, meshed, enmeshed, refreshed,
608, AH1 N JH, 4, lunge, plunge, sponge, expunge,
609, AH1 N JH D, 4, lunged, plunged, sponged, expunged,
610, IY1 G, 4, klieg, league, fatigue, intrigue,
611, IY1 L D Z, 4, fields, shields, wields, yields,
612, AW1 L D, 4, fouled, growled, howled, scowled,
613, OW1 B Z, 4, globes, lobes, probes, robes,
614, UW1 JH, 4, huge, luge, scrooge, stooge,
615, AH1 L S, 4, pulse, skulls, impulse, repulse,
616, AA1 B D, 4, lobbed, mobbed, robbed, sobbed,
617, AH1 NG Z, 4, lungs, rungs, tongues, youngs,

618, ER1 CH T, 4, lurched, perched, searched, researched,
619, IH1 G D, 4, rigged, sprigged, twigged, reneged,
620, AO1 R B, 3, orb, absorb, reabsorb,
621, AO1 D Z, 3, frauds, lauds, applauds,
622, EH1 M P T S, 3, tempts, attempts, exempts,
623, AE1 NG D, 3, banged, hanged, harangued,
624, AA1 R N Z, 3, barns, darns, yarns,
625, EY1 DH, 3, bathe, lathe, swathe,
626, AY1 DH, 3, blithe, lithe, tithe,
627, AA1 G D, 3, bogged, jogged, slogged,
628, AA1 NG, 3, bong, tang, twang,
629, UW1 B Z, 3, boobs, cubes, tubes,
630, AA1 S T, 3, bossed, cost, dost,
631, AA1 NG K, 3, bronc, conch, conk,
632, IH1 L D Z, 3, builds, guilds, rebuilds,
633, AH1 L JH, 3, bulge, divulge, indulge,
634, AH1 L JH D, 3, bulged, divulged, indulged,
635, UH1 L Z, 3, bulls, pulls, wools,
636, AH1 N D Z, 3, bunds, funds, refunds,
637, ER1 N T, 3, burnt, current, learnt,
638, ER1 S T S, 3, bursts, firsts, thirsts,
639, UH1 SH, 3, bush, push, tush,
640, AE1 V Z, 3, calves, halves, haves,
641, AA1 R V Z, 3, carves, scarves, starves,
642, AA1 R L Z, 3, charles, gnarls, snarls,
643, AH1 CH T, 3, clutched, touched, untouched,
644, AA1 F T, 3, coiffed, soft, waft,
645, EH1 M D, 3, hemmed, stemmed, condemned,

646, AO1 R K S, 3, corks, forks, uncorks,
647, AW1 CH T, 3, couched, crouched, vouched,
648, IH1 S P, 3, crisp, lisp, wisp,
649, EH1 L V, 3, delve, shelve, twelve,
650, AA1 JH, 3, dodge, lodge, dislodge,
651, AA1 JH D, 3, dodged, lodged, dislodged,
652, AA1 L D, 3, dolled, forestalled, reinstalled,
653, AA1 L Z, 3, dolls, riyals, reinstalls,
654, IH1 B D, 3, dribbed, libbed, ribbed,
655, OW1 G, 3, drogue, rogue, vogue,
656, AO1 P, 3, drop, fop, top,
657, AO1 R F, 3, dwarf, morph, wharf,
658, AO1 R F S, 3, dwarfs, morphs, wharfs,
659, EH1, 3, eh, ye, pirouette,
660, EY1 TH, 3, eighth, faith, interfaith,
661, IY1 G Z, 3, leagues, fatigues, intrigues,
662, IH1 L CH, 3, filch, milch, zilch,
663, IH1 S K T, 3, frisked, risked, whisked,
664, AE1 S P S, 3, gasps, grasps, rasps,
665, AA1 TH, 3, goth, loth, swath,
666, EY1 G, 3, hague, plague, vague,
667, AA1 R P S, 3, harps, sharps, tarps,
668, EH1 L TH, 3, health, stealth, wealth,
669, EH1 L P, 3, help, kelp, yelp,
670, EH1 V, 3, lev, rev, kiev,
671, IH1 V D, 3, lived, outlived, relived,
672, OW1 B D, 3, lobed, probed, robed,
673, AO1 R CH, 3, porch, scorch, torch,

674, AA1 V, 3, salve, slav, suave,
675, ER1 F, 3, serf, surf, turf,
676, UW1 DH D, 3, smoothed, soothed, toothed,
677, UW1 DH Z, 3, smooths, soothes, youths,
678, AA1 SH T, 3, squashed, washed, unwashed,
679, AO1 R B D, 2, absorbed, reabsorbed,
680, EH1 P T S, 2, accepts, intercepts,
681, AA1 P T S, 2, opts, adopts,
682, AE1 L P S, 2, alps, scalps,
683, IH1 D S T, 2, midst, amidst,
684, EH1 N JH, 2, avenge, revenge,
685, OY1 D Z, 2, voids, avoids,
686, AE1 JH, 2, badge, hajj,
687, AA1 R B, 2, barb, garb,
688, AA1 R B D, 2, barbed, garbed,
689, AA1 R F, 2, barf, scarf,
690, AA1 ZH D, 2, barraged, massaged,
691, EY1 DH D, 2, bathed, unscathed,
692, EY1 DH Z, 2, bathes, lathes,
693, AE1 TH S, 2, baths, paths,
694, EH1 L CH T, 2, belched, squelched,
695, IH1 L K T, 2, bilked, milked,
696, AO1 R G, 2, bourg, morgue,
697, AA1 K S T, 2, boxed, outfoxed,
698, AE1 N CH T, 2, branched, stanched,
699, EH1 TH, 2, breath, death,
700, IY1 DH D, 2, breathed, sheathed,
701, IY1 DH Z, 2, breathes, wreaths,

702, EH1 TH S, 2, breaths, deaths,
703, OW1 SH, 2, gauche, brioche,
704, UH1 CH, 2, butch, putsch,
705, EH1 R N, 2, cairn, relearn,
706, AA1 R V, 2, carve, starve,
707, AA1 R V D, 2, carved, starved,
708, AO1 Z D, 2, caused, paused,
709, EY1 F S, 2, chafes, safes,
710, ER1 P S, 2, chirps, usurps,
711, OW1 DH, 2, clothe, loathe,
712, OW1 DH D, 2, clothed, loathed,
713, OW1 DH Z, 2, clothes, oaths,
714, AO1 R P S, 2, corpse, warps,
715, IH1 M P T, 2, crimped, limped,
716, AO1 F T S, 2, crofts, lofts,
717, IH1 P T S, 2, crypts, scripts,
718, AO1 B, 2, daub, fob,
719, EH1 L V D, 2, delved, shelved,
720, AO1 R JH D, 2, forged, disgorged,
721, OW1 JH, 2, doge, loge,
722, OW1 N T, 2, don't, wont,
723, AO1 NG G, 2, dong, kong,
724, AH1 L F, 2, gulf, engulf,
725, AA1 R L D, 2, gnarled, ensnarled,
726, ER1 P T, 2, excerpt, usurped,
727, AO1 L S, 2, false, waltz,
728, IY1 G D, 2, fatigued, intrigued,
729, IH1 R S, 2, fierce, pierce,

730, IH1 L TH, 2, filth, tilth,
731, AE1 N JH, 2, flange, phalange,
732, AO1 R K T, 2, forked, uncorked,
733, AA1 R TH, 2, garth, hearth,
734, OW1 TH S, 2, growths, oaths,
735, AH1 L CH, 2, gulch, mulch,
736, AH1 L P, 2, gulp, pulp,
737, AH1 L P T, 2, gulped, sculpt,
738, AE1 V, 2, halve, have,
739, AA1 R SH, 2, harsh, marsh,
740, AY1 TH, 2, heighth, scythe,
741, EH1 L P S, 2, helps, kelps,
742, EH1 M P, 2, hemp, temp,
743, OY1 S T S, 2, hoists, joists,
744, AH1 L K S, 2, hulks, skulks,
745, AH1 S K S, 2, husks, tusks,
746, AA1 R S T, 2, karst, parsed,
747, AO1 N CH, 2, launch, staunch,
748, IY1 SH T, 2, leashed, unleashed,
749, EH1 NG K TH, 2, length, strength,
750, EH1 NG TH, 2, length, strength,
751, EH1 NG K TH S, 2, lengths, strengths,
752, EH1 NG TH S, 2, lengths, strengths,
753, AW1 N JH, 2, lounge, scrounge,
754, IH1 M F, 2, lymph, nymph,
755, IH1 L K S, 2, milks, silks,
756, AH1 N TH S, 2, month's, months,
757, AW1 TH, 2, mouth, south,

758, EY1 CH, 2, th, mph,
759, AH1 L K T, 2, mulct, sulked,
760, IH1 TH S, 2, myths, smiths,
761, EH1 N TH, 2, nth, tenth,
762, AA1 M P T, 2, prompt, stomped,
763, AA1 M P S, 2, prompts, swamps,
764, IH1 Z D, 2, quizzed, whizzed,
765, UW1 K T, 2, spooked, rebuked,
766, IH1 N D Z, 2, winds, rescinds,
767, AA1 V Z, 2, salves, slavs,
768, AO1 R CH T, 2, scorched, torched,
769, IY1 N TH S, 2, sixteenths, thirteenths,
770, UW1 DH, 2, smooth, soothe,

